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Family Teeth
By Mark Furness

The wind hits me. Wakes me. Scorching smoke. I’m lying on my side.
Alone. On a bed of brown grass. Smoke like steel wool in my chest. But I
have to breathe. Acid in my eyes. Prickles in my skin. I remember. Lunch:
benzodiazepines and beer. Again.
I roll face up. Tall trees with orange heads in silver haze. I guess I’m
in a bushfire. Where is she? I tracked her here. How long ago? Did I start
this?
I stand. Stagger. Find my keel. Put my back to the wind. I sail. Let it
push me. I look down. Feet. Moving. Socks, no boots. I hit a wall. Real.
Corrugated iron, rippled, silvery. A wooden door: old, half-hinged, halfopen.
Inside, against a wall: a sink, a tap. God I’m thirsty.
Less smoke inside. Floorboards rotten. I imagine a tightrope. I walk
the floor joists to the tap. Turn it. Empty. A groan, a sad old animal in
pain, about to fall. No, no. The shed is rocking in the wind. That’s all.
The shed is lined with timber slabs — wrinkled, grey, hand-cut by axe
and saw — plastered with crumbling sheets of newspaper. Stories of
drought, mustard gas, atom bombs, the price of wheat, a shearers’ strike
over wide cutting-combs, a serial killer using arsenic tea, a cure for polio,
a missing child. A lifetime’s worth. Vroom! The door is aflame.
There is a way out. Down a wooden slab chute to the dirt underfloor.
Where shorn sheep were once pushed. It must lead outside. To the dam,
water. I slide down. I can’t stand, so I squat. Less smoke here. Less light.
Crackling above. Nothing stops. Does it?
I see a figure, its back to me. It sits in the dirt against a wooden post.
“Sweetheart?” My voice, I think. It’s that sort of place.
Shoulder length hair on the little figure moves. The wind’s work? I
shiver, shuffle closer. A sleeveless dress, skinny arms, bare feet. I move to
her side. I see the leather and bone face. No eyes. Ants walking in those
holes. She is cradling the chalk shell of a baby.
I fall back. Whack! Crunching pain on my ankle. The steel jaws of a
trap have me. I jump, smash my head into the under-floor. Ruby oil runs
down my face. I search my scalp, push a finger in the hole, fiddle with
torn membrane. I see the nail spike, winking at me.
I fall. I hear my heart. Blood finds my open lips. I spit it out with
filthy words. I wipe the sticky blur that’s in my eyes. It won’t clear. Tears

are better. I don’t have any. The smoke thickens. So does the heat and
crackling. I see a hole in the wall. Crawl. The steel teeth in my flesh and
bone jerk me back. The teeth are chained to the post. So are my daughter
and her child.

In His Hand a Tiny Bird
By Ashton Russell

Uncle Buck lives in the old farmhouse in Slocomb and sometimes he
carves shapes out of wood. There’s nothing out here around him but cotton
fields; the wood is company just the same as flesh and bone. My great
granddaddy built the house back when roads were dirt and his wife had skin
the color of a pearl. The house sits on cinder blocks that Mama says are older
than Moses.
We climb out of the truck, we say hey but Uncle Buck only nods his
response. He doesn’t talk much but maybe it’s because he is used to the
silence. Mama says the woodcarving eases his mind, like sitting in the bath
does her, or driving fast on empty country roads does for Daddy. I don’t
know what he needs to ease his mind of but I think it has to do with the lady
in the picture he keeps framed by his bed.
Sara and I are running in the fields barefoot, the newly planted rows of
cotton seeds look like tiny mountains stretching miles long. My dress is
sticking to my back like someone reached down and glued it there. Mama
yells for us to come on back, time to go. As I pass the barn, I see Uncle Buck
inside sitting at his wood bench. He is surrounded by tigers, owls, and solid
oak deer. He calls my name softly and I see in his hand a tiny bird. “It’s for
you,” he says. I trace its wooden wings with my finger only recognizing
much later the bird is a Raven.

The Sweetness of Dates
By Zvezdana Rashkovich

Mila thought about chicken while she waited for the bus. Her classmates
haggled with scarred-faced women over the price of roasted peanuts, but she
always bought her peanuts and nabag from the Fellata woman wearing a
head wrap the color of sunset. The woman sat apart on mat of palm fronds.
Mila’s friends said Fellata are sorcerers and are possessed by the jinn. She
didn’t care. The woman sold the crunchiest peanuts and softest appleshaped berries.
Mila’s uniform stuck to her thighs, and her armpits itched. The other
girls huddled in clusters like clucking hens on a farm. Everything reminded
her of chickens. The smell of their blood and innards would linger in her
nose and mouth even after she chewed Gum Arabic or drank syrupy
tamarind juice.
She cracked a peanut shell open, coaxed the salty nugget into her mouth,
and chewed. Still, she could smell rotten meat.
“Oh, you are in the chicken business.” People would nod approvingly
when father told them. He left out the unpleasant details. After all, he
wanted people to buy his product. He didn’t tell them how, on dusty nights,
heavy with humidity, Mila would follow him into the hangars, stepping
gingerly among a thousand chicken souls. Here and there, a rooster’s wattle
stuck out, like a candle on a mango cake.
Soon, a trail of evidence would lead them to the victim: splayed on the
floor, intestines forming a circle around its stiff carcass like a wreath. The
perpetrators were easy to spot. Their beaks were long and sharp, hooked like
an owl’s claw. Father’s face would be dark and his eyes would flicker in the
light of the gasoline lamp. His body a grotesque shadow against the walls,
clutching sizzling iron tongs as sharp as scissors. He would show Mila how
to grab the murderer’s head in a vice grip, and then in a single deft move,
slice its beak. The tongs glowed red like a jinni’s eye. Mila could feel the fear
inside the hangar, smell it in the excrement and stale hay and dozens of dead
animals, but she’d hold steady — panicked chickens’ feathers in her face,
vomit in her throat — one and then another and another while the transistor
played songs on Radio Monte Carlo. They’d spend hours chopping, after
which they’d release the hens to waddle into the populace, dazed and
beakless.
Today, the Fellata woman wore a turquoise head wrap. She smiled
through tobacco-stained teeth and placed a fat date into Mila’s palm along

with her purchase. Her yellow eyes crinkled in the corners like dry banana
leaves. Mila took the date and nodded in thanks. See, Fellata are kind, she
told her friends.
On the bus, Mila carefully sucked on the date. It stuck on her teeth and
gums as its gooey sweetness mixed with her saliva. She chewed and chewed
on that date all the way home.
Afterwards, she couldn’t taste chicken anymore.

A Prayer to Tupā by the Rio del la Plata
By Ozzie Nogg

They called her Silent Death, so skillfully did she bestow the swift
surprise. Anaconda, marmoset, hummingbird, and jaguar: no creature of the
rain forest escaped her blowgun.
Daily she went to the tall trees and to the river. She wore bracelets of
piranha teeth, toucan feathers in her hair, and a turtle shell quiver of bamboo
darts slung across her naked breasts. Calabash gourds of curaré poison hung,
always, at her waist. She brought lizard, monkey, and red-tailed fish back to
the fire pit, and the people bowed to Silent Death and said, “Blessed is she
who feeds and keeps us alive.”
She lay with each man in her tribe, but no seed grew. The village shaman
danced, howled, rubbed Silent Death’s belly with wild yam and the
droppings of tree frogs, but childless she remained.
One moonrise she found a baby capybara abandoned in the rain forest,
but she did not shoot.
“I will be your mother,” she said, and carried the infant back to the
village. “This is my child,” she told the people. “Do not harm him.”
She named him Master of the Grasses. She fed him bark, leaves, fruit.
She brushed his auburn hair and watched him grow. Every day, when she
went to the tall trees or to the river, Master of the Grasses went with her.
One sunset, on the far shore, she saw a man. Young, sinewy, the skin
around his eyes painted red. He is not from our tribe, she thought. Silent
Death saw the man raise his bow and arrow. “Run,” she said to Master of the
Grasses, but he fell to the forest floor. She knelt and closed his eyes while
watching the man as he plunged into the river.
“Yes,” said Silent Death. “Swim to me. Let your seed swim in me, and
give me a child.”
She and the man came together. After, while the man slept, she kissed
his red paint-circled eyes with poisoned darts; then she buried Master of the
Grasses in the river, and, while her womb flowered, she dragged the man to
the village . . . to the fire pit.

What Does Partially Furnished Even
Mean?
By Etan Nechin

There’s Nina and me, sitting silently on the chilly smooth laminated
floor, the TV sitting on the floor as well, keeping us company with its
constant “being on.”
I thought it would have a sofa, maybe a couple of dining chairs, but no,
only a bed, an oven, and an ironing rack.
Who decides how partial an apartment should be furnished in order for
it to be considered partially furnished?
I got the TV from my cousin. In fact, I have no cousin: it’s just what I call
a distant relative of mine. It’s easier than going through my genealogy.
Nina and me and a TV, and some clementines.
Sometime you get sick of talking about existentialism and art and
philosophy and art. Sometimes all you want to do is to talk about whether
orange cake is better than carrot cake or how you despise certain types of
music by saying, “That’s not music!”
Nina and me and a TV and clementines on Christmas Eve.
I have no place to go on Christmas Eve. I never did.
As for Nina, she’s from Eastern Europe: Poland or Lithuania, or some
other former Soviet Bloc country.
The TV interrupts us with some news from the Eastern front. They say
more snow will white out everything.
It feels like a siege even though it’s only Christmas Eve. Sitting on the
floor, Nina’s reliving Soviet nightmares, and we sit silent. What could we
talk about? She does not follow football or watch cooking shows.
Nina and me and a TV and some clementines on Christmas Eve with
nothing to talk about in a besieged city surrounded by holiday cheer and
children sleeping in their parents’ living rooms.
It’s almost Christmas day, and we are starving. This is Stalingrad.
Clementines and nothing to talk about.
Nina leans forward as if to say something but only a small gasp breaks
out.
In Stalingrad, they held the Germans back for months: I wonder how
long we can last.
The TV interrupts our silence again. They say Christmas will be white
and the snow will last ‘til New Year.

When she hears that, Nina gets up and walks slowly towards the
kitchen. I follow her silently, on all fours, mimicking her every move.
Just before she enters the kitchen, she turns towards the wall and stands
there looking at me looking at her. I do whatever she does so maybe we’ll
have something to talk about.
We lick the walls to get our calcium fix.

Take Care

By Sarah Edwards
Ella had a realization. She was sipping her tea in a tank top, rocking back
and forth on an air gun when she had it. Ella sipped the warmth and petted
the red ants that were digging a hole in her neck. The red ants, unlike the
moth roach, preferred the necklace wrinkle that formed a meat chain around
her neck. Her husband was the moth roach. Ella realized this when she
found his antlers floating in a jug of bull milk. She’d almost dropped the jug
but remembered her marriage vow and stopped herself by gluing her ring
finger to the plastic bag on her head. She poured her tea and some milk from
the jug, then broke off a few pieces from the antlers and chopped up little
skewers, topping off the teacup. Ella had a realization that her husband was
a moth roach, sipping her tea, stirring it with a rod barrel when her mustache
curled in satisfaction. Her husband is safely home now in fungi plant form,
growing on her intestines for keeps.

Open the Hollow
By Shannon Blake

It’s autumn. Another season decays and there’s still no place for us to go.
Together we sit in the grassland, wait for the wind, wait for the rain to
explode from beneath swollen clouds. You shift against the tree and look at
me. I pull my hand away before you have a chance to reach for it. Leaves
crunch from inside my coat and something small crawls around my stomach,
down to my waist, but I’m too tired to scratch it away, too tired to care. Cars
pass by in the distance, splash muddied water from the median to the cars
behind them, to the broken lines on either side of the road. You link your
arm in mine and fall asleep; let your head rest on my shoulder; mumble
slight to the crease in my neck. If I get up you’ll ask me where I’m going, and
even as I feel the first of the rain slip between the hairs of my scalp, I’m not
sure if I have the energy to lie to you again today.
Last night beneath the bridge when you held me close, I moved away
from you. Ducked soft from under your heavy arm and walked to the truck
stop. I won’t tell you what I did because you already know, but I ate the
sandwich offered to me; slept on fluffed blankets in the cabin of a musky
trucker. When I was half asleep, the skin of his arm could have been
mistaken for yours, but he didn’t push his face into my hair like you; didn’t
squeeze tight along my ribs to keep me warm; didn’t whisper, “please,
please don’t leave me,” in his sleep. I woke early from him, stole his tossed
aside shirt for myself and came back to you before you ever realized I was
gone.
The whole of us is made of secrets and shame, and even now I wait for a
hollow to open up so I can push you inside, have the walls cave in behind
you. We gave everything for the wrong things. Our houses are dark and
deserted now and we walk aimless along the road, waiting for something to
happen. I pull the hood over you to protect you from the rain, and as your
sleeping head falls to my lap, I see the mountains in the distance. After you
wake I’ll lead you there, down to the valley and inside a cave. I’ll tell you lies
I have stored for the questions you’ll ask. If there is a hollow in those
mountains, it will open up and I will take you inside.

Steep Drop
By Ginny Blanford

The top of her head lifted off on its hinge, and a city skyline rose up,
compressed, full of vitality and tall buildings. People nearby looked on
curiously. Things emerged: men with umbrellas, women in platform shoes,
small children carrying puppies.
No one doubted that something unusual was happening.
She looked around, and reaching up with both hands, she wrestled one
or two of the small figures back inside. A cat stretched lazily on top of her
ear while a boy clambered down her face, using strands of her hair as his
escape route. He dropped from her shoulder to the ground, and she watched
him stumble away. He had hurt his ankles. It was a steep drop.
She pushed hard on the top of her head and closed it up again,
containing the universe and catching the cat’s tail.
The bystanders moved on.

A Day in the Way
By Soren James

A day had just ended with everyone agreeing that it was the best day
ever. Anxious to relive it, everyone searched for another, but unfortunately,
there were no more days like it marked on the calendar. People knew that,
somehow, another would have to be found — or created.
No one knew where to get days of such high quality, and soon, unrest
set in as people undertook frantic efforts to locate such a day, or at least
something of comparable worth. Bins were searched. Flats ransacked. Sofas
upturned. Even scientists endeavored toward finding a day similar to the
one people remembered. But all searches were a failure.
As time passed, and their strivings and actions faded quietly to become
routine, the people forgot what it was they were working toward, even as
they continued their work. In time, they found themselves performing tasks
merely out of convention and habit, until eventually, they began tiring of
their labors and started to relax back into themselves, forgetting . . . things,
their goals having been lost somewhere in their efforts.
And so it happened that one evening, when their struggling had
completely ceased, a day ended with everyone agreeing it was the best day
ever, anxious to relive it . . . .

Zither Lost

By Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois
The Spanish conquistador lived his life in postcards, terse and exposed
to the world. Now cicada wings sprout from his ears, delicate, with many
fine lines. He is grandly mustachioed and bearded. He is the cough drop
Smith and the Studebaker Brothers rolled into one.
He has no arms. His hands extend directly from his body, all blown up
like cow udders. His children want to pull on his fingers for milk. That’s
why he wears yellow latex gloves at all times, even when he sleeps, which is
nightly, even when he showers, which is rare. He is a member of my posse.
In fact, he is my lieutenant.
They took my zither away from me when they got me in this bughouse.
They said I was disturbing the other prisoners, but how could the celestial
music that issues from my thin fingers disturb the already deeply disturbed?
I would have cured them with music, though I could never cure myself.
That is often the way of the world: Jesus died for our sins.

A Pastoral Tale
By Susan Dickerson

It’s not nice to compare women to cows. But in the future, there will only
be cows and no women. This is a true statement. It’s not as scary as it
sounds. Once the technology is perfected, cows will give birth to human
babies and nurse them directly from their teats. The men will change the
babies’ diapers so they will still be doing their part. Everything will be as it is
now. Pretty much.
~~~
The whole world will be a giant golf course. A trillion hole golf course.
Truly heroic men will attempt to play all the holes before they die, even
though everyone will know the course is designed to make that impossible.
But still, they will try.
There will be a hole at the top of Mount Everest. There will be holes on
deep-sea oilrigs. The entire Middle East will be a gigantic sand bunker, but it
will have holes to play, too. Those will be the hardest holes. Men will die
playing those holes. But the men who survive those holes will get two free
beer chips to use at Lou’s. Lou’s will have locations in Dallas, Dubai, and
Dubbo, so the chips will be easy to exchange. The chips will not be a total
rip-off.
~~~
The cows will live in small warehouses beside the fairways. The men
will wave to the cows as they play through. The cows will moo, and the men
will wear cool sunglasses. The cows will wear cool sunglasses, too, because
the men will get a second pair of frames for free.
~~~
The cows will be killed. Sometimes for food. Sometimes for fun.
~~~
Cows will have baby cows to replace themselves before they are killed.
Men will have baby men to replace themselves before they die. Neither the
cows nor the men will care what happens to the baby cows or the baby men.
It will be called the Circle of Life.
~~~
The cows will have smiley faces branded into their flanks. The men will
read pamphlets to the cows explaining, in simple terms, the philosophical
essence of smiley faces.
~~~

Cows will not own anything. Cows will not own their bodies. Men will
be forbidden from coveting each other’s golf clubs; however, the men may
covet each of the cows’ bodies.
~~~
The men will grow intensely jealous of the cows. They will resent how
they, the men, must die playing golf across the world, while they, the cows,
simply watch from the sidelines.
~~~
In a fit of rage, the men will take the sunglasses away from the cows.
~~~
The cows will get cataracts from the sun and become blind. The cows
will see this as an improvement.
A hole will be added to the moon. Only men who have saved up four
chips to Lou’s can play through to the moon.

The 2:00 PM Re-arranging
By Angel Dionne

It was approximately 2:00pm, a balmy afternoon. Her fingernails rapped
the desk, mauve puffs rising up after each tap. Puff-tap-puff.
“I need to see your diploma,” she asked.
“I can’t,” I handed her a pink-rimmed teacup. “It’s currently in the
shop.”
She brought the cup to parted lips. “Nothing serious, I hope?”
“No. One of its wheels broke.”
You could hear the pines shuffling, just beyond the screen door, rearranging themselves for the afternoon. You could hear the smallest taking
its place beside the flowerbed.
“A diploma with wheels?” Her face lit up. “Why I’ve never heard of such
a thing!”
“Yes, I went to a very fancy school. We had wheels for all our diplomas.”
The final pine rooted itself in place.

After I Vanished
By Mona Dash

It took me a while to realise that people weren’t able to hear me. I would
be standing with a group of friends, and let’s say we would be discussing
holidays. I would start, ‘I’m going to Tuscany this summer. Anyone else
been there?’ but there would be no answer. It was as if I hadn’t spoken.
I started speaking louder. I started seating myself at the centre of the table.
Still, that didn’t help. They talked to the ones on the right and the left and my
words stood frozen in the air for a second until they were swallowed by it. Once
I screamed, and even though I heard myself, they didn’t. After a while, it suited
me. I could mutter about them or swear at them, and they wouldn’t know. They
continued talking about their families, their glorious children, their devoted
spouses, their bucket lists, all the perfection that was their world.
After some time, I noticed that I could step on someone’s toes and they
wouldn’t protest or cringe from the pain. I could reach out and pinch them,
yet they would continue talking, smiling, beatifically.
I sent messages to people on Skype or lync and there was no response;
Are you there? I would keep saying. Though their status said online, they
remained unresponsive, almost as if my messages weren’t getting through.
Then I noticed I wasn’t showing up in pictures. A friend posted a group
picture on Facebook, and when I looked at it, I saw that in the space I was
standing — surely, I had been right there, between J and J — there was
nothing. Nobody. When I looked harder, I noticed something else: some
scraps of brown from my skin, some pink from my necklace, slivers of black
from my hair, just an impression of a person floating over the other heads.
In the mirror, I could see myself, still the same.
I stepped out of my room, where the windows opened out to a vastness of
blue sea and sky, and went outside where the roads were narrow and studded
with green. The flowers were lush and rainbows dazzled my eyes. My fingers
formed colours on paper, the piano sang new tunes, and my mouth spoke
poetry. I had to tell someone. I almost pushed a solitary passer-by and said,
‘Look, just look at this!’ but there was no response. They moved on.
I had vanished irrevocably.
I dug deeper into my duvet, covering my head even. As I slept, the Gods from
my land rose up around me. The green of the land I live in, grew over me.
Then I realised that without a voice, without a force, I could melt into
anything and anyone.
I could become them or make them become me.

Lady Jane
By Pamela Hill

Lady Jane runs where reddish leaves sway on branches over the road,
her heart pounding, blood dripping from her knees. A silver car screeches to
a halt. She runs to the thing purring up ahead, opens the door, slides in, and
glances over at the driver. “Go, go go,” she says as she stretches the hem of
her dress down below her knees while looking over her shoulder out the rear
window. “Locusts are coming.”
The driver revs the engine and accelerates 0-150 mph. He negotiates treelined corners, skims the road, then guides the machine high above the trees.
Slammed back against the seat, she thinks, no, this isn’t a combustion engine.
This is the engine her grandmother warned her about.
“Stop,” Lady Jane yells. “Let me out.”
“Let me out.”
He slams onto a forest roadway, a gritty path of potholes and bumps. He
holds the steering wheel with one hand while loosening his black tie with the
other. Turns his head to stare at her. His eyes yellow.
Eyes of a flesh-eater.
Lady Jane kicks the door open and jumps, rolls in gravel, then runs
through a sugar-cane field to hide beneath the stalks near a rotting
woodshed. She hides until she can no longer hear grit under tires or the
whooshing sound the machine makes when skimming the earth. She waits
until the sun goes down, trembling and plagued by the breeze and the
crescendos of screeching insects.
She waits until morning comes.
When the sun rises, she finds a stream and splashes cool water on her
face. She walks in tall, swaying grass, just off the road, and wonders what
system this is. Unable to find access to the system from which she came, she
hobbles back to the old shed and pushes on the door as rain begins
sprinkling the field. The door moans and creaks open. She steps inside and
scans the dirt floor for a place to rest. She hears the door creak behind her,
turns and sees yellow eyes.
“I knew you’d be here,” he says. “You’ve nowhere to go.” His skin sags,
rolls down the contours of his face. Teeth as yellow as his eyes.
He slams the shed door, moves toward Lady Jane as dust particles fill
the air so thick they sparkle like stars in a stream of light shining through the
window. Lady Jane closes her eyes and remembers the stars over gentle
currents of the sea.

Headlights
By Luke Frayling

Bars of light sweep past. There is the stench of cheap beer, and the lines
in the road are disconnected, crisscrossing like tangled thread. His body
sways, footprints in zigzags of shadow.
Her words were bitter and bristling — dismissive. All the pieces float
around him. A shredded kite, swirling into the wind. He grasps, but the
pieces are too small. Too distant. Transitory, and soon to be lost.
His feet move again, across those lines. Those lines that don’t connect
up. He staggers towards it. The sound and the light. Grasping again.
The blaring of a horn. A prism of light, blooming from a monstrous face.

Paralysister
By James Claffey

Teapot on the table, covered by a knitted tea cozy. The late-morning light
slacks its way through the filthy curtains as the wireless crackles and the
connection to the station disappears for a moment. The electricity company
has been on strike for months, and the supply, even to the national
broadcasting center, is marginal at times. One sister fills a hot water bottle
and wraps it inside an old towel, pauses at the foot of the steep, carpeted
stairs and succumbs to an attack of coughing that has her dizzy. Abed, the
elder sister is snoring, the bedclothes in a tent about her crooked body. Since
the paralysis, her knees are locked in place, immovable and withered. The
younger recovers from her fit and wipes the spittle from her chin with the
back of her fist. She’d kill for a jar, a small whiskey and water in the local.
Instead, she has to make do with stolen nips from a battered pewter flask
that’d belonged to their father, a cute hoor who spent less time sober than he
did awake. She thumps up the stairs, giving each step a bit more vitriol, and
once in the bedroom, she rummages beneath the bedspread and props the
hot water bottle into the crook of her younger sister’s knees. Funny, the
snoring has stopped, and the only sound is the constant battering of
raindrops against the window. She leaves to return to her own cup of tea, her
sister’s dull eyes fixed defiantly on the portrait of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
crookedly hung on the wall opposite.

What Daddy Tells Me
By Andy Tu

At night, I hear mommy screaming. Her voice rises like a police siren
speeding toward our house. I rush to the window and cup my ears, but it
fades away. When I crawl back into bed and close my eyes, it returns.
I ask daddy about it. He says that when pain builds up, it tries to trick
you. He says I miss mommy so much that I create her voice in my head. She
is screaming like something is wrong, but nothing is wrong, only that I hear
her. I need to be stronger.
It’s hard to breathe when daddy pushes the pillow into my face,
smashing it in until I feel his hard knuckles through the feathers. When he
releases the pressure, I gasp for air. My chest rises and falls quickly.
“Pain makes you stronger,” daddy whispers. “Remember that.” I nod. He
pulls the blanket up to my neck, smiles, and strokes my forehead with his
fingertips. He tells me I must hold in the pain when it comes, and not let
anyone see it, because then it will become something else. The pain will still
be there, but it won’t control me anymore.
This is what daddy talks about every night as he watches me fall asleep.
The pain he feels because mommy is away in Vietnam and cannot come back
for a year. The pain when he coughs from smoking. The pain that changes
us.
Ms. Doran says that smoking makes our lungs weaker. I want to raise
my hand and tell her what daddy says, that the pain makes them stronger,
but I have to keep everything at home between me and daddy, because if I
share it then it will release, like the pain, and we can’t hold it close to
ourselves anymore.
Daddy says that tonight I will experience more pain than ever. I must
not fight it. It will hurt at first, and I will clench my fists and teeth, but daddy
will be right there with me. Daddy will control it.
The pain is sharp, like a screwdriver sliding through my flesh. I want to
cry, but I hold the tears. I control them. I change.
As daddy parts my bangs with his fingers, a noise rises from outside the
window, like mommy screaming, but it’s just a police siren, speeding past
our house, leaving us in the quiet darkness.

Nightmare’s Paradise
By Andy Tu

I was dreaming in a space between my mind and yours. We floated on
murky water, drifting in circles below branches that released fall leaves and
slowly gathered frost. You had nothing to say except old things that you
thought were new. My interest grew indifferent, and I began to tell you a
story. It starts with a girl, a girl standing in a hotel room illuminated by
stained moonlight. She twirls in front of a mirror, then backs away and gets
down on her hands and knees. Moving across the tiles, she hides along the
shadows near the wall as she crawls over the cracks that divide the floor, her
eyes blending into the deficient darkness like touches of pastel. She watches
you, watching her, afraid, but you’re more afraid.
Outside your window, a man walks along the alleyway, where he is
found by another like her. He’s shaking, but she will calm him down. Eye
contact. No words. Her tongue peeks out from between her lips. She can
read his mind, like a psychic.

Death

By Robin Wyatt Dunn
I wait for his heart to stop beating and then I thread my wintery hands
through the escaping fog of his spirit to wrap my cold and sticky fingers
round it. Its warmth and age excite me; I lick my lips.
I draw the organ out through the rib cage and bring it between my teeth.
I bite down and taste the horror of his sudden departure, long years of
comfort, the longing, the sadness, and the religion of his years in Portland,
even some ancestral spice: music in the blood.
I swallow the rest of the heart whole; it is scrumptious.
Somewhere near I can hear a jumper, plummeting, to earth . . . I speed
into the air with my balloons, grinning.
The wind delights my being; I spin midair, swirling down to the site of
impact.
With my hand, I sweep the dashed brains from off the sidewalk and lick
the remains up, slowly, tasting now:
The descent itself. The plummet, also a religion, of fervor and need, so
fast it is overwhelming and I shudder, swallowing.
He was a happy man.

Deflowered by Doubt: The Virgin Mary’s
Apocrypha
By Maureen Kingston

The memory of it returns to her in river tones, in brown beams and rafts
of tongue in groove, the fresh staves tarred, barging rapids and waterfalls.
She’d slipped out at dawn, thirsty and goose-bumped, proud to be
plumeless, proud her faith was scattered in the wind. At the watering hole
she sipped stout, hummed rebel hymns, toasted the loss of hoods and veils
and all the vatic trappings of certainty. And she offered praise, too: to
Vulcan, that Roman stud, and his polymer progeny, for the balloon-thin
boundary between obeying and not.

The Color Blind Busboy Reaches for His
Pilot Wings
By Maureen Kingston

Icarus peered through the optometrist’s goggles, saw a fungus-dusted
wheel of brie. The tester clicked. Another slide of cheese — mold spores
gyrating, saltating. Then, a blossomed boll of cotton. Did he see an eight
within its seeds? the tester asked. He did not — could not connect the dots.
The slides were speaking in jumbled tongues; projecting meaningless
constellations. He wanted to murder the mad chef who’d scrambled his rods
and cones, who’d fried his dream of growing wings, but the brute was back
at the diner, prepping for the lunch rush — slicing Achilles’ heel just so.

A Swamp in the National Forest
By Todd Mercer

Dinner is still hot on the table in the amateur revolutionaries’ cabin when
the Politicals team knocks the front door out of its casing. Eggplant
parmigiana. Cole slaw.
Tracking dogs sniff dirty clothes in a basket next to the washing
machine. They go back out the busted door and drag their handlers
northeast, into the forest.
The commander says to Eddie, the newest one, “Stay here in case they’re
nearby, waiting for us to leave.”
The rest of the enforcement squad makes their way up the wooded ridge
from the house, dodging overgrown underbrush. Down the far side’s slope,
where the beeches and maples give over to swamp cedar, the dogs get
excited.
Eddie walks a tight perimeter around the cabin’s immediate grounds,
sees zero agitators, hears the dogs baying.
He goes back inside where yellow lights over the wasted food remind
him of meals sacrificed to family arguments in the latter part of his
childhood. Dad shouting until no one can swallow their food: Criminals in
Congress. Eddie, get a haircut already. Can Mom make two meals in a row without
burning one of them? Who are these greaseballs that come for your sister and honk
their goddamned horns in the driveway and don’t even face me like men?
Eventually everyone would lose their fear and take to shouting back.
Dinners were a problem.
The dogs must be out of range from the cabin, or else muzzled. No
indications for a while.
Eddie cuts a square of the casserole and eats it with the serving spoon.
He’s almost done before he realizes he’s consumed evidence. He’s often
hungry and forgetting himself when alone.
For a while anyway, the cabin was a nice safe haven for these lefties.
People with out-there ideas who nonetheless could cook well. Being here
must have been a relief for them. This far off the main road, with public land
abutting the property, they must have felt like all was going to work out for
the best. They would be able to plan something undisturbed. There would be
a chance for a grand statement.
That many men and dogs and guns, it’s only a matter of time. A sure
thing. Eddie wipes his hands and sweeps the grounds, expecting to find
nothing, finding it.

The Philosophical Problem of
Original Jam
By David Atkinson

I woke up with strawberry jam smeared in my boxers. I have to say, it
was a surprise. It’d never happened before and I’d always thought of myself
as a good person.
I mean, I always put a five in the collection plate Sundays for orphans in
Beverly Hills. It couldn’t have been karma, or the divine retribution of Fatty
Arbuckle.
But it was disconcerting. The jam was smeared around all in there like
wallpaper paste in the Nebraska state capital.
When it happened the next night, I went to see a doctor. Figured maybe
it was glandular, secretions of fruit sweet jelly ducts, or maybe early onset
male menopause from reading too much Steinbeck in the tub. The doc
disagreed, though. Said it was psychosomatic trauma, too much yin in my
Oedipal complex ego fuse combined with imbalanced rotation in my
collective unconscious capacitor, even though I’d brought in the jam as a
sample.
It appeared again, despite the heavy meds, so I saw a lawyer who shared
an office with a furniture dentist and three pet psychics to see if she couldn’t
enjoin the jam. I thought maybe she’d issue a writ or other order, full of Latin
and onions, to keep it a hundred yards away from me.
But she had other plans and dreams, ones of silver yachts and highpriced crackers, and I left with seven articles of incorporation (all duly
notarized) and a well-reasoned opinion that declared my right to teach
monkeys French.
Meanwhile this was costing money, hundreds in soiled boxers alone.
Money was tight too, tied up in Swiss Franc futures and cold baked beans.
So I started wearing toast boxers to bed, Oroweat to be precise. I had
breakfast whenever I woke, just to clean things up. Sides of sliced Brie. And
it all worked out, in a way. Though, I really preferred Cream of Wheat and a
muffin.

Last Things

By John Gabriel Adkins
The trees were punchy from the soot. Since she’d appeared, all the
boys had been churning to glimpse the girl in the orange-colored
dress, but she was hard to see, only spotted ambiguously, corner-ofthe-eye in the windows of her home. The boys climbed ladders and
peeked through keyholes, desperating at late hours, ignoring chores.
Untended animals ran away to live in the forest, and the old lady no one
needed said, “This world is guttering out.”
The boys didn’t dare attempt to go inside: no one knew what
happened to those who went inside after brave Bobby disappeared.
One by one, untended plants started running away to live in the
forest, and the boys dogpiled into writhing hills around the girl’s home
for a glimpse. Sometimes the old lady no one needed would have a
few drinks too many. Sometimes the smokestacks would belch a black
payload into everyone’s lungs. Sometimes, the boys crashed against the
home in waves. Sometimes tsunamis.
The boys never got what they wanted, no glimpse of the girl in
the orange-colored dress. The most dedicated grew bored and disillusioned.
They drained away back to their beds, and the old lady no one needed
begged the boys to join her escape into the forest. Even the rocks were
coming along, but the boys didn’t hear. The boys disappeared that night, and
the last rock to leave would later recount a strange sound in the sooty
desolate blackness of that last night: the swishing sound of orangecolored pleats.

Motherly Love
By Michelle Wong

My mother bought a chicken.
She hacked it to pieces.
She served it to us,
Cold.
It was all gristle, and no flesh.
We chewed and chewed and chewed.
After a while, we stopped chewing.
It was then that she started hacking us to pieces instead.
My mother got herself a boy toy. He was all bone, and no flesh. He never
once said the words I love you, but waited for it to be said to him instead.
My mother spoilt him plenty. She gave him a necklace that glistened on his
neck like the river of a small country. She gave him love-bites; she gave him
money. She gave him pieces of her heart, which he pocketed, and lost. She
even fed him chicken, in small pieces. Or perhaps it wasn’t chicken, but us —
we can no longer tell. He ate them, of course. He was always hungry.
Perhaps that’s what happens to you when you date our mother: you are
always hungry.
My father, he tried to put us back together, piece by piece, but like the
chicken, we were no longer whole. We split again and again, flesh from
bone, and bone from gristle, along the dotted line, where the blade had
grazed us. Our heads bounced off our elbows and our ankles, yet still, he
persisted. It was his after-dinner hobby. It was more challenging than
Sudoku and more therapeutic than Tai Chi. He loved us, he insisted, but his
love was useless.
My mother bought a chicken, and another, and another. She had a
daughter, then another, and another. She named them after various saints
and sluts: Teresa, Jezebel, Salome, Maria. She called them chicken, my little
chick peas. She would pull down her top to let us suck at her boobs, but
before we could do so, her gaze would land on us, full of punishment and
love. We looked at her from the safety of our deaths, thinking don’t, but still,
she loved us, and her love was like a blade, strong and steady.

Facile

By Tim Kahl
Dirt and salt on earth’s table, roots fork down into it and the bark has
rusted over. The brown skin is a way to separate from the green. An ant
crawls on top of a rock with a demagnetized face, noses scored on all sides,
eyes dripping off an edge. Perched robin is a jagged edge against the slope of
the mountain. The aerialist travels across many sightings of faces, looks
down, and sees the empty stares arranging themselves in advance of the
beautiful landscape.
Beauty does not spoil; it wanders off to find the shape of being human.
The shape of being human is ready-to-mix. It is the necessary part with the
part geared for survival and left to dry on the Indian paintbrush that I have
found walking up this steep slope alone — there is loss with every name
brought to the world. These names are spores on an invisible map. The
invisible map grows; its beard is the lichen, the mold. The deep late
afternoon shadows appear on the map in the shape of empty faces.
The faces flow in traffic towards the windows of brown-skinned
buildings separating from the street. The only map left unmade leads every
street to green. The trees in the park are paintbrushes, the grass holds down
the dirt, the clouds are witnesses, an insect chews a face into a leaf. I take the
graven image into my mouth as name and word and place.

Sangue

By Aimee Terravechia
My nail bed bleeds. I hear her movement through the speaker — electric
sound waves masked by static perfection. I pick when I am nervous. I cut
away at the cuticle on the thumb of my right hand. Fleece rubs against crib
sheets. The sound scratches in my ear. I scratch at my thumb. A whimper,
then a cry — my lashes tangle themselves when I press my lids closed. She
stills, she stirs, she stills again. Every night I lie awake and listen to
nothingness, hoping that it will continue on forever. Blood flows into the
creases of my knuckle.

Marly Marbles’ Shingles
By Nicholas Olson

Marly had a bed with shingles on it. Leftovers from the last storm. She
collected the shingles in piles and called them sheaves. She had a habit of
collecting sheaves in nothing but socks.
She kept the shingles bedbound year-round, as a precaution. Some
nights I got her to stay in bed after a storm and talk about the house within
the bed. The one the shingles were really for. She said it housed every great
thinker the world would ever know. I questioned the square footage and she
laughed for me.
On the windblown nights with stormrain refusing to fall, she’d pinch
tears and redirect flow with fingers as squeegees. I didn’t mind. I didn’t say
much.
She did things like use palimpsest and intaglio in conversational usage.
“I feel like I’m just some pseudo-maternal-partner . . . palimpsest to you. Like
I’m one in a series. You can’t scrub out what’s been, like, intaglioed.”
She’d close her blue eye when angry, as it was the prettier of the two
(though not by much), and would send the wrong message.
Validate me. Please.
Validation was when the shingles would come off and both eyes would
stay open (or closed) together.
I was her man.
Was she pretty? Verily was she pretty indeed.
Would I spank her? She had in fact been naughty.
There’s a draft coming in, can you close the window? It’s a storm and let
me at the sheaves.
Calm down, I’ll just close the window.
Don’t tell me to calm down; the roof might cave in.
It isn’t even drizzling. Will you look, Marly?
Will you look?
Do you love me? Where did that come from?
Don’t dodge the question. Of course I love you.
How do I know? How am I supposed to answer that?
I don’t know. Try.
(Blue eye closed.)
You’re not even trying.
That’s the sad part.

One-eyed Marly in her socks on cold linoleum, collecting shingles.
Clattering. Dry heaving in inky weight. Shifting from left to right, both foot
and hardened nipple. Words unheard or unheeded. Both.
Sheaf inspection.
The storm’s over.
Marly Marbles opts for a marred shingle, dropping sheaf to wipe and
scratch and even scrub.
I love her like that. Just like that. I told her so, too, in case she didn’t
know.
Leave it. You can fix it some other time.
One nipple seemingly intaglioed. Released for the next. Scrub stop.
Eye(s) up.
She let the shingle shatter on the floor for me and climbed back into bed.

Topography of a Common Progeny
By Shinjini Bhattacharjee

There was a piece of sunlight on each window, the one on the right
shaped like a shell, hollow with two dust-framed eyelashes. The blue
curtains were never able to uncut anything in her or the walls, yet they
stayed, their red patches glinting on golden strands in her black hair. It was
the hair of wisdom, the neighbors had said when they carried her to that
house, her body encased in glass that never left her. She dreamt of her
mother often, and always with those curtains draped against her hands like a
question recently broken into two. That always woke her up, her sleepstunted bedsheet too tired to bring a pencil close to her ear, or to even braid
her breaths.
The letter had been placed on the white table fifteen years ago as dried
afterbirth. It was given to her when she blew out the soggy candles on a cake
shaped like forced gravity. She was also given a knife, for the letters would
only make sense if she pried them open and tasted their methods. When she
turned four, she picked up the words she loved the most and poured them
over grass to see if they would turn any greener, but they shaped themselves
immediately onto the back of paper plates, blue like the cloud sitting in her
grandmother’s mouth, a forgotten tangle of words smudging the consonants
on her teeth. When she turned nine, she picked up five coffee mugs and
drew a red line around each. Yet some words continued to stick to her hair.
So every Wednesday, she dragged them out of the grandfather clock and
bathed them in an aquarium full of roots and matryoshka dolls until they
began to heal the mid-stitch on the back of her dress.
Then one day, a woman followed her home from the birdhouse and
handed her a firefly slit down the center. After that, she stopped hiding the
words. She took the firefly back to the body of water that offered empty pill
bottles to the entire village and buried it. She allowed her toes and fingers to
grow shadows on the glass until they were so bright they became terrifying.

The Swing
By Sagnik Datta

They had made a swing. They had tied a sari to a branch of a tree, and a
girl, around six, with rough brown hair, was swinging on it. Her sister stood
beside her and watched. She was around two, and she had a finger up in her
nostril.
A small dog came running out of nowhere. It ran around the girl on the
swing, barking softly. The little girl giggled. The ends of the big girl’s skirt
hit the dog. Sometimes her feet brushed its fur, and sometimes her toes
struck it straight on the nose while she swung up. The dog would bark and
threaten with mock bites to her feet, and the little girl giggled. Sometimes the
big girl would swing straight at the dog and try to capture it between her
legs in the folds of her enormous unwashed skirt, but the dog was fast
enough to duck and avoid, and the little girl giggled.
Then the little girl wanted to swing, so the big girl got off, and the little
girl got on to swing and giggle. The dog continued barking and jumping
around.
A little later, both the girls got on the sari and swung, standing, and I
thought that the branch would break, that they would fall on the dog, and
that all three would be hurt.
But nothing like that happened, and a minute later, possibly after having
finally realized the risk, they got off and put the dog on the swing. Its legs
hung out, and it tried in vain to jump off. The girls pulled the swing back
and released it, then pushed it and wound it around. The dog swung and
barked, and the girls giggled and jumped, and the leaves fell on their heads.

Fire

By Andrew Mondry
Missy liked the way the girls smiled when they danced. They looked like
they were having fun, all powdery and shining. She liked the way the light
caught the glitter on their skin as they twirled on the stage.
It started as something to do after a few drinks on empty winter nights.
She sees her father’s old friends in the joint, but she doesn’t mind. Everyone
needs love. “No stretch marks,” one of them told her once, “I like you ‘cause
you got no stretch marks.” Most of the girls who work here are ghosts — a
bunch of snakes slithering around in sweaty crotches.
In Southbridge, there are no titty joints, just the usual urban scabs: tattoo
parlors, pawnshops, foreclosed homes, dollar stores. Palmer is no different,
but they have The Magic Lantern — all yellow and folding like the edges of
an old, bad book. Greek don’t charge her nothing for the DJ. It’s covered. She
painted a star on the bathroom door one night after Hector Ramirez ran a
finger a little too close and whispered something in Spanish she thought
meant THIS IS WHERE STARS ARE BORN AROUND HERE.
In the bathroom, Missy sprays herself. Smells like the dressing rooms
at the American Eagle Outfitters she worked at in the mall. That closed
down ‘round the time Dad lost the house, but this wasn’t work, this was
fun she was paid for. Everything under the table. Anything you wanted
under the table.
Jess Williams called her a slut the first night Missy took it all off. Said,
get this little slut off my stage; let mama show her what an angel looks
like. Then Jess danced to Fire by The Pointer Sisters and put a couple
fingers in and twisted around for a few extra bucks from Mr. No Stretch
Marks.
“Amateur,” Jess whispered to Missy.
Mr. No Stretch Marks looked at Missy funny one night. Death at the
edge of his eye. Cancer in his lungs like black velvet. He had pills, the
good ones. She swallowed them up, and it reminded her of the one time
she went to the Cape: Auntie Sarah won five bills on a two-dollar scratch.
Auntie’s boyfriend brought Missy to the beach and fed a seagull antacid.
The two of them watched the bird foam at the mouth and keel into the
ocean.
That night, Missy danced passed last call — her veins all purple and
wormy from the pills — her eyes all squinty from the glitter and the dank
dream clouds of cigar smoke that float up like a magic curtain before the

last dance. In the parking lot, she heard footsteps kissing the p-stone. She
heard Mr. No Stretch Marks whistling through the holes in his lungs and
she clenched herself. The next day they found Jess Williams’ body all
bubbly and white on the banks of Turtle Pond, but Jess had stretch marks.

Firebug

By Alisia Faust
Mama set fire to the curtains. She watched the flames travel up the
yellow cloth, consuming everything in its path. It hopped onto the pea plant
I brought home from school, and she just watched it burn. Papa came home
to Mama standing in a ring of fire, a pack of matches in her hands, and the
flickering flames reflecting in her eyes.
“He told me it was the only way,” she said.
Papa said she didn’t know what she was doing. He said The Devil
whispered to her and that once she let God back into her life, The Devil
would be kept at bay. The doctors gave Mama some pills.
Papa said it was divine intervention.
Mama didn’t say anything, but I know the real reason why The Devil
leaves Mama alone now. It’s because he talks to me. He tells me all kinds of
neat things. Like all the new ways I can tease the kids at school, or where
Papa keeps his holiday fund so I can buy candy. He even told me the best
way to see what was inside of a turtle.
Today he asked me if I knew the secret of fire.
I didn’t know. I could remember the heat on my skin, the sweat tickling
my neck, and my brain screaming at me to run, but my legs had grown roots
in the ground. I couldn’t understand why Mama had continued to drop
match after match.
Now it’s me, watching the flames crawl up the curtain. The fire hops
onto the cactus plant. It eats at the walls.
I think I can see something within the flames, but it flickers away. I drop
another match. An orange wave licks at my feet. I still can’t see it clearly, so I
drop another, and another as laughter surrounds me, echoing in rounds.
Then I see him.
I drop another.
He looks so familiar, flames reflecting in his eyes.
Now do you understand?

Benched

By Ray Scanlon
Recoiling from the stifling dense nightmare of a Boston subway crowd, I
find sanctuary on a plaza bench. Concrete, steel, and glass surround me; they
stand back, wary of my overt distaste. The Procrustean bench refuses to
accommodate my slouch. I can feel oaken sentience and memory of edged
tools through the nerves of my fingertips. Worn smooth, yet textured, the
wood could still throw a splinter if it wanted to.

Laundry Lists
By Marc Nash

He’d always had beautiful penmanship. His mother had inculcated it at
the point of a scourge across his knuckles. Reiterated by the Monks who
were his teachers at the school, though they hit harder with their rattan
reeds. They broke bone, yet still that could not be allowed to stem the flow of
calligraphy. Curlicues, flourishes and twirls, anything to banish the dread
straight line of a letter. Though Bibles and prayer books were all mass
printed these days, still he was demanded to learn the ancient skills of
writing for parchment and scrolls. “Fire and soul” that was the holy grail of
scrivening, though to his mind it was unclear what promised land it begat.
Perhaps his mother had been farsighted when she had invested her
meagre savings in a fountain pen all those years ago. For he had secured an
administrative job in the Civil Service. A precious sinecure in these days of
dearth and scarcity. An ornate script for sparse times. Yet he was no longer
inking proclamations of the latest rationing ordinances. It was a different sort
of quota he was fashioning in Baroque swirls and convolutes. A winnowing
at the point of his nib.
It would have been faster to use a typewriter, but his superiors were
concerned about traceability. Carbon papers and ribbons could be
deciphered for their tidings. He did wonder if this hinted that they knew
their supremacy would come to an end and were already taking precautions
to entomb their actions. He pressed the blotting paper, another potentially
incriminating humble mainstay of his work, down on to his finished page.
He examined it and saw his words reverse imprinted. Their beautiful cursive
flow had become blotchy and tumescent as the paper had absorbed and
diffused the pressure of his carefully calibrated ink.
Two copies of every list. One for operational use, one as a record until
presumably the operation had been completed, when both would be set fire
to. Immolation, the same fate as for those listed on the paper. In this new
incarnation of his job, he really was like the scribes of old transcribing copies
of the Holy Writ by hand, junking any that were not divinely flawless.
Under torture, Señor Nunez begat Señora Ordonez begat Señorita
Guillen to their inquisitors. And all their names were on the list in his
elegantly swooping script. A single letter hard to read might mean someone
innocent was taken for extra-judicial sentencing. Although the children on
the list must have been innocent at the very least. The Junta were acting
judge, jury and executioner. But only he could play god through manifesting

mercy. With a few missing strokes of his pen, he could perhaps save a name
or two, leave them off the list altogether. His hand was cramping up. There
were so many names to write these days. He paused to rest his aching wrist.
He held up his half inscribed sheet of paper. He’d always had beautiful
penmanship.

Mary Taste So Dirty
By Robin Dunn

It does taste dirty — I’ll leave it at that. But leaving it — what does that
really mean?
Do we really ever stop coming back to the taste of the sun, my sun
worshippers, the taste, like a dirty woman, our city Mary, Mary, Mary taste so
dirty.
Mary taste so dirty was my love, in the dark, when I built the city we
remember now . . .
But I don’t want to tell you about that, I want to tell you about the temple
we built — this was 11,000 years ago you understand, Mary taste so dirty and
me would pour water into the bowl.
Pour my water into the bowl.
Pour my water into the bowl.
Take me and take you, to now, like yesterday —
Mary taste so dirty lives forever, not like me, I’ll die soon compared to her.
Of course we know Mary Los Angeles will kill us, that’s why we come, for
the death we are owed.
You owe me death and I demand it justly.
“I’ve got five bucks says you’re a wash-up,” she says.
“Keep gambling,” I tell her.
“When are you going to fuck me?” she says.
Fuck me, Los Angeles.
Fuck me again so dirty
These stolen waters sweeter than symphonies.
“It’s not like that Robin,” she says.
What’s it like then?
“You’re fetishizing it, like you fetishize my body.”
But you are a fetish, the original Venus de Milo, sedentary and
undying, written over the skies.
“You think you know but you don’t,” she says. “I’m still looking. Still
looking so long, and the dirt in the water is message in the dark on the
radio from the lips of the Wolfman, without noise there is no signal and I
must recite my name, at least long enough, until someone listens —
“Let me tell you,” I say. “It’s not what you think.”
You have so much power but you don’t know how to use it. You
don’t know what you want.
How much dirt do you want? Drink it with me.

Vanilla

By Andy Tu
Kila asks me which color of snow I chose today. “White is not a color,”
she says when I tell her. “It must not have tasted good.” I tell her that I did
not taste it.
“Then why did Madam bring you to Snowman’s house?”
I shrug my shoulders.
“Maybe Madam is preparing you for Ceremony,” she says, taking my
hands into hers. “Remember Lala? The same thing happened to her before
she left.”
Kila scrubs my back with the sponge. “I’ll clean you extra tonight,” she
says, “just in case.”
Madam holds a candle as my sisters and I pull our blankets up to our
chins.
“Ceremony will be a place of magic,” says Madam as she steps toward
the door. “Many of your sisters are still there, waiting for you. In Ceremony,
you have snow every day. There are colors that you have never seen, better
than your favorites at Snowman’s house.” Madam raises the flame to her
lips. “You girls are special, do you know that? You will help many people,
and their lives will be forever changed because of you.”
“Why do these people need our help?” asks Kila.
Madam blows the candle out. “They are sick,” she says in the darkness.
“Now please be quiet, and close your eyes until the light arrives.”
When I close my eyes, I see the face of a man with skin like the white
snow. I wonder if he is the person I am going to help.
As I comb my hair, Madam enters and tells me to follow her.
“But I am not ready, Madam.”
Madam smiles the way she did yesterday, after I pointed to the white
snow.
“Please Oni,” she says. “Hurry. There is not much time.” Madam brings
her lips close to my ear and whispers, “It is your time, Oni. It is time for
Ceremony.”
I did not get a chance to say goodbye to Kila, but I will wait for her to
join me one day.

Madam holds my hand and guides me up moving stairs. We arrive at a
place that looks like Snowman’s house, but bigger. I look through the foggy
glass and see that what Madam says about Ceremony is true. There are
many new colors. I want to taste them all.
Madam pulls me toward a man who’s holding a stick to help him stand.
For a moment, I think that this is the man I saw when I closed my eyes, but
no, it is not him.
“This is Mister,” says Madam. “He is the one who needs your help. Say
Hi to Mister.”
I should listen to Madam, but my lips feel stuck, and my throat becomes
dry. “Say Hi to Mister,” Madam says, squeezing my fingers.
I have helped many people and tasted many colors. When Kila comes to
Ceremony, I will tell her that white is my favorite, and that it tastes like the
clouds in the sky.

Customs
By Clare Sabry

Most commonly, one would enter the Pond alone, or with a close friend,
sibling, or lover. According to scripture, no more than two could enter the
Pond at a time. It was a place to escape everyday pains and tribulations.
Parts of the Pond swarmed with fish, large ones with gray-blue scales
and mustaches. Other areas were entirely silent.
The design of the Pond varied from family to family, region to region.
Some of them were basked in sunlight, in backyards and in fields, others
were hidden in caves or under large tree roots, and others overlooked the
sea. None were uncomfortably cold or warm.
The Ponds were a popular place for suicide as well, as the center was
more than fifteen feet deep. The water would never stain, even if the body,
when found, was drained of blood.

Solved Mystery
By L. Soviero

“Not again.” I’m in the hallway of my apartment building. Something is
jammed behind the door. A laundry bag? A pile of severed heads? Debris
from a UFO?
My right hand still in a cast, I shove the door with my ass.
Books smack the floor. I squeeze through the tight space and lift the
bookcase Jesse wedged behind the door. I pick up the books, put them back
on the shelves, and then I slide the bookcase up against the wall where it
usually lives.
The faint crackling sound of a record at its end comes from the living
room. Three pizza boxes are stacked on the coffee table surrounded by an
entourage of beer cans. An odor of stale beer and wet tobacco fills the
windowless room. Everything with eyes has been turned to face the wall —
the painting of Henry VIII, the charcoal drawing of Tom Waits, the bookend
busts of Socrates and Plato, even the statue of the Virgin Mary.
Too many eyes in this place. Too many fuckin’ eyes.
I remove the needle from the record, and in the silence, I’m startled by
the sound of a page turning in the bathroom. I peek in to find Jesse reading
People magazine, fully clothed, in an unfilled bathtub. Her blonde bangs
shield her eyes. Her hand with red-chipped fingernails chewed raw around
the cuticles grabs at the hammer in her lap as I open the door. “I thought you
were a chupacabra!”
I sit on the sink. “Why’d you lock me out again?”
“Unsolved Mysteries marathon. You know what that does to me.” She
pauses. “Do you believe in the chupacabra?”
“Why not.”
“Do you believe in ghosts?”
“Ok.”
Do you believe in—”
“Yes.”
“Can you sleep with me tonight?” She stands up and puts the hammer
on the back of the toilet.
We climb over the piles of clothes, the unpacked boxes, and the nameless
tchotchkes littering every inch of her bedroom floor. My mother flashes into
my mind, her high-pitched voice nagging, tidy house, tidy mind as Jesse and
me climb into bed. She moves over to the wall so I can block the chupacabras
when they come at three am. I turn out the light.

Later that night, Robert Stack climbs through the window again wearing
a brown trench coat. He holds his hand out for a dance. We sway in the cold
light of the moon tripping over Jesse’s crap on the floor.
This is how I broke my wrist.
The next morning, or more like afternoon, we get up, fry some eggs, and
then go out for coffee. The day is gray. A throwaway. Later, we head home
and put on our Unsolved Mysteries box set. All eyes in the room still face the
wall. We hold each other when Robert Stack utters the words spontaneous
combustion in that voice like a zombie corpse. Inside my cast, my wrist is
throbbing.

The Bee-eater
By E.N. Loizis

Maya’s eyes glisten in the fading sunlight, her cheeks flushed from running
around the playground in the heat.
“Can you keep a secret?” she asks.
I say, “Sure,” and so she moves in closer, whispers in my ear.
“I can read people’s minds.”
I look at her wide-eyed, and she nods earnestly.
“It’s true.” She smiles proudly, her hair in braids brushing the waistline of
her dress. I’ve never seen hair so long.
“What am I thinking right now?” I ask.
She examines my face, a stern expression of contemplation on hers. She puts
her hands on my temples and closes her eyes.
“You’re thinking it’s awful hot and you want an ice-cream.”
“Wow! You really can read minds.”
She opens her eyes and smiles again, a smile that lights up her entire face.
“Can I tell you a secret?” I say after taking a quick look around to see if
there’s anyone nearby. The playground is empty apart from an old lady walking
her dog in the distance. Maya sits down next to me on the bench, so I lean in and
tell her that I ate a bee.
She gasps, covering her mouth with one hand.
“Cross my heart and hope to die. I was minding my own business when this
little bee flew right into my mouth and pfft next thing I know it was gone.”
“No!”
“Yes! Ever since, there’s been a buzzing in my belly. It bounces around in
there trying to find a way out, but it can’t.”
“I bet she feels scared and lonely.”
“Well, it did fly into my mouth.”
“I guess so. But she didn’t know what she was doing.”
Maya looks sad thinking about the bee, so I ask her, “What about that icecream?”
“I’m not supposed to eat sweets before dinner.”
“What’s one more secret to keep?” I ask her, and a mischievous grin appears
on her face.
“Okay,” she says, and so I offer her my hand. The sun has disappeared, and
we walk side-by-side hand-in-hand as darkness envelops us.
The ice-cream truck is parked right around the corner. I can feel the buzzing
in my belly grow stronger as I lead her inside and close the door.

Goodbyes From Across the Table
By Lana Bella

You sit across the table from me, a thousand synapses stowed upon
your sleeve, condensation brewing where your receding hairline fades into
paper-thin skin.
Your fingers, dressed in cloth of ill expectation, softly drum the
countertop, stirring the moleculed air. My lips, of heralded burden come
whispering, tasting heavy your blue-colored glance, lit grim in the moving
light of the window, so with my eyes, I etch instead a fine streak at the
horizon, where it turns a deep gray at the bottom of the tarried sky. Letting
the cold drape my caramel skin through its winged breaths, the moon, I say,
is away this evening, careless to the fate of its fellow beings. You move your
head, just trivial enough for wisps of malaise to leave preys upon my heart,
as a flyspeck of ache beneath the turn gives way to the crushing weight of
pity. Laid kindly on my sewed up thoughts, it brings willing tears to my
eyes. My keen mouth of sadness sighs your name, while laurels of memory
set to rot on my tongue. Sprucing up my being, they pluck the welts and
whimpers from my skin, carting off bucketfuls of many things. Ping ponging
them back to you, I spin again toward the window, seeing my leaving as it
travels upon the back of smoke and mirror, sweeping over the hard ground
of the earth.
You, in seat of stone, with trembling hands, stroke my ghostly ones with
measured warmth. I, and my last caress, held fast, wring life for your flesh to
drink. Bare and bitter with rust, light on release.

Lucky May Not Be the Word
By Daniel Plate

I recently filled my garden with spiders, my trees with bats, to clean the
yard of undesirables. I’ll be lucky to see even one insect under a stone a
month from now.
Lucky may not be the word, seeing as I wanted them gone, but I wonder:
If you could choose to lift a rock one early Sunday morning after not seeing
the slightest antenna for weeks only to find under it the most perfect beetle,
chewing a green leaf — even your very most favorite variety of leaf — in its
rare pincers, wouldn’t you repent from your habits and feed them all
yourself from then on?
Beetles live under rocks for several reasons: the sun makes their shells
burn; the moon makes their feelers stormy; bats can’t fly under stones;
spiders prefer grass; and beetles can drink the dark for valuable nutrients.
Are you a beetle?
Would you like to be?
Do you feel especially stony? Does your back feel shellish? Are your
fingers brittle? Do they clack on doorknobs? Do you like the dark feel of
burrowing?
Have you picked out a special stone, a rock that takes your fancy?
Pick one.
Get a place ready.
Crawl into your lawn.
Listen for ways to get through roots and wires . . . to get below.

Beneath Stars
By Andrew Fowkes

We walk to the bar, kicking at cans, hands in pockets. No one stops us
except the bouncer at the door. I remonstrate and put my hands up. I exclaim
and cast looks of entreaty to the right and to the left — to my friends who are
now walking in.
Later, I sit by a burning oil can, poking at it with a stick. I am alone in the
chasm of night. My suit covered with stains.
The man at the bar was handsome, with a lantern jaw, and a grotesquely
distended nose. I had told him this, previously, slapping him on the back
and exclaiming that it was alarming that someone so handsome should smell
through something so monstrous. I’d bought him drinks and encouraged
him to pour them into his mouth. I’d asked him to appreciate my generosity.
My actions were just, and as I sit here, by the burning oil can, I feel that
the stars confer their approval.
I see my friends walking down the street, kicking at the air, hands in
pockets, as ever. The handsome man walks with them, with his handsome
face. The oil can smokes in the pale morning air, and I pull at my suit.
The door of the bar is like a friendly open mouth.

Nothing Became Me
By James Coffey

For a long time we didn’t know anything was happening. Later we
thought something was happening but didn’t know what. Whatever it was
seemed so slow and incremental that it didn’t feel as though anything was
actually happening. We weren’t sure what to do so we didn’t do anything
except sometimes look at one another and then look away.
When we thought things were getting worse we told ourselves we were
experiencing premonitions. Deep inside I know that premonitions are
founded on experience and are probably true. So things were probably
getting worse. Regardless, we carried on doing nothing. Sometimes I think
that we didn’t do anything in case we found out that nothing could be done.
Anyway, we did nothing and carried on doing nothing until it became
obvious that matters had progressed so far there was nothing we could do.
All of the slow incremental changes had joined together somewhere to form
a totality of change that was deep and dark and fundamental and
contradicted everything we thought we knew about anything. I stared into
the emptiness, doing nothing. I did nothing because there was nothing I
could do and the nothing that I did became something that could withstand
everything.

The Thing That Waited
By Cindy Tomamichel

A train pulls in at the station, the last on the line. It’s a dark night,
raining, the kind of night that fills all the corners with dread. A night for
dark deeds, for the dead to rise, for the headless horseman to ride. She
frowns, keeps walking, tries to control her thoughts as the lights at the
supermarket across the road turn off one by one, the last of the customers
trundling out into the darkness with their late-night sugar fixes or bottles of
Bundy to keep away the night terrors. She can see her car in the distance,
wraps her coat tight around her, and curses that she parked so far away,
again, and again from behind comes the dragging sound. She’s never dared
to look around. Each night it comes closer, and tonight it’s so close. She
walks faster. From her bag, she pulls out the thin cane that she broke off
from the bamboo stand near work. The short stick reassures her that tonight
she can fight.
Whatever it is.
Closer.
The streetlight flickers, goes out, and the dragging slows. Stops. Near
her. Panting now. Right behind her. So close the hair on the back of her neck
pricks at her skin.
She knows she must turn around or die. She can’t spend one more night
waiting for the dragging thing to get her, so she turns.
A dog.
Its coat glows, its white outline quite clear the darkness. It limps, drags
itself over to the lamppost, and struggles on three legs to relieve itself.
When finished, it looks up at her, its tongue hanging out, ghostly steam
rising from its mouth, and so she walks over, hesitant, not sure if she should
attempt to pat its head. She’s not afraid. She doesn’t feel anything . . . except
a chill in her bones. The dog wags its stumpy tail and nudges the cane in her
hand.
She throws the stick, and it, mangled leg now whole again, runs off into
the darkness, faster and faster until it disappears down the road where there
is an echo of car brakes squealing, then silence.

The Boy

By Fred D. White
There once lived a boy named Boyd who began dressing up as a boy,
which was his way of becoming the kind of boy that would make his daddy
proud. His mommy didn’t understand his sudden obsession but tolerated it
just like she tolerated her husband’s barbs about their son, how he was
quickly turning into a faggot, wearing those Speedos, and stargazing
through a telescope with his little boyfriend next door. “Why can’t you just
be a normal, red-blooded American boy?” his father would always ask, and
in the past, Boyd would shrug, hang his head, and hole himself up in his
room, but not anymore.
One of Boyd’s American boy costumes consisted of faded denim jeans,
cowboy boots, a sleeveless shirt, and a baseball cap sporting a Braves logo.
“Now that’s my boy!” his father grunted when he first saw Boyd in his boy
costume. What Boyd’s father failed to notice, however, were the claws Boyd
had fashioned out of broken glass and glued to his fingertips.
One day in school during lunch, one of Boyd’s classmates, a baby-faced,
muscular punk named Lucas, asked Boyd why he was wearing the costume
of a well-known TV survivor-man, including a mask that resembled the
survivor-man’s gnarled face, to which Boyd replied, “Not just survivorman,” and pulled up his shirt to expose a belly tattoo of a naked man
wrestling a ‘gator.
“You’re more of a fruit-loop than I realized, Boyd,” Lucas said.
“My name isn’t Boyd any longer.”
“What is it, then? Pussyface?”
“Naw,” Boyd said, “I think it’s gonna be Lucas,” and moving too quickly
for Lucas to react, Boyd clawed off Lucas’s face and slapped it onto his own.

That Beautiful World
By Stephen V. Ramey

In the beautiful world we knew as children, there was no brimstone,
only introspection, a chance to gather ourselves from the glorious treachery
of a day lived full. We sank onto knees scuffed and scraped from play and
asked for love in a voice that moved inside us like fabric turning inside out.
We glimpsed the quilting of our lives in those slow minutes, the way things
work, the benevolence of a God only imaginary before. He was real. We
were matchsticks and He the flame that lit us.
When it was over, we would stand, and, for a few seconds more, silence
would cloak us from each other. Then, with the sharp persistence of the
inevitable, noise would return, the noise of the city, the noise of our
troublesome flesh, the noise of each other.
Love pounded by ticking seconds cannot endure. Glittering dust settles
into shadow, and we are left to deal with ourselves. Your heaven is not my
heaven and my heaven is not yours.
Predatory shadow, sharp-toothed mantra, gnawing until only blood is
real and violence our means of communication.
Do you wonder what might have changed had we not turned from each
other? Imagine God touching your face — warm as the sun — me falling to
my knees beside you, and as the dirt sprinkles from my fist, imagine it
clinging to our skin until we are once again cocooned in that beautiful world.

The Allegation
By Andrew J. Hogan

Hubert Polkingthorne Wrightrongson III, you stand before this panel
charged with vandalism, committed last Thursday following Social Studies
and Wealth Management Class, whereupon, in apparent response to failing
to achieve a B+ grade on your mid-term, causing you to fall from the Consul
Honors Group back to the Praetors, you vented your spleen by running the
tip of a 1957 Budweiser promotional beer can opener across the Stanley and
Harriet Fleischmann etched glass panel of the George and Mona Smithville
lacrosse trophy case; you then entered the ArcoTonics Memorial mens’
lavatory through the Jeffrey Donaldson door after spraying Dupont Krylon
magnetic paint on the Dorothy Manion door handle; inside the men’s room,
you blocked the Fitzsimmons Corporation washbasin drain with paper
towels from the Georgina Hawkins towel dispenser and opened the Ira and
Phyllis Larkspur burnished brass faucet; after scraping a treble clef on the
door of the Drake Exeter toilet stall, you climbed onto the Marsha and Miles
Washborne toilet seat, dislodging the Edith Pippinham cistern cover, which
fractured upon hitting the floor; you then proceeded to ignite a vintage Po
Sing Phantom Cherry Bomb and dropped it into the Clive and Agatha
Tortelson toilet bowl, where it shattered the Edna Parkhurst wax sealing
ring, allowing water and fecal matter to contaminate the Barconi Family
Italian marble floor; fleeing the scene of the crime, you ran the keys of your
BMW AC Schnitzer ACS7 sports car across the left fender and driver’s-side
door of Social Studies instructor Delilah Sampsonite’s MiniCooper S
Clubman; you were apprehended by the Campus Security in their Dixie
Hills Motors Saab 9000CD police cruiser after you decimated the Frederico
Quiñones flock of the black-neck swans that was crossing the Regina
Willingshire boulevard toward the Peggy and Slim Rankin reclaimed water
wetlands. Unless you can provide an adequate excuse for your vandalistic
behavior, in addition to full restitution, your family name will be removed
from all items donated to the Trent Lockhardt Preparatory School for
Aberrant Adolescent Aristocrats, including the Martha Fletcher
Polkingthorne Memorial Koi Pedicure Pool located in the Silvia and Thorton
Buckingstern Garden of the Ambassador and Mrs. Archibald McPherson
Headmaster’s Residence. What say you to this allegation?

Cats and Crocodiles, Rain
By S. J. Esterházy

I stayed up all night in the trailer park casino, playing blackjack with the
dealer, an amiable dwarf in a frock coat and green bowler hat. He had the
smile of a Cheshire cat, though I was no Alice.
“Hit me again,” I kept saying as my pile of chips kept dwindling. “Then
hit me again with another shot of bourbon.”
The dealer was the bartender, too. He grinned that inscrutable grin as he
poured me another shot of whisky. He wasn’t stingy. He dealt me another
card. I turned it over. It was a seven of clubs.
“A king, a six, and a seven of clubs,” said the dealer. He chuckled.
“Twenty-three, you’re bust.”
I can smile, too. I grinned at the dwarf. I leaned back in my chair, waved
my hand at the pile of chips before me, now almost gone.
“That pile of chips,” I said, “is almost as short as you.”
The dwarf cracked his knuckles, puffed a little on his cigar.
“World’s gone wrong,” he said.
“Ain’t that a Dylan song?”
“He sang it.”
“What’s your name, anyway?”
“You never wanted to know before.”
“I want to know now.”
Fleur-de-lis was his reply.
Off to the side of the trailer, a house cat jumped on top of the microwave,
the sound of a pickup truck filtered in from the highway, and the pitterpatter of rain had started tapping on the metal roof of the trailer.
My nemesis dealt me two more cards. Turned up, the queen of
diamonds. With a trembling hand, I curled back the other card.
It was a three of spades.
“Got a spade,” I said as I turned over the card.
“You gonna dig a grave with that?” The dwarf blew a puff of smoke in
my face.
“I’m gonna bury your cat.”
Fleur-de-lis chuckled again, hollered to his cat.
“You hear that, Sylvia? Mr. Lucky here’s gonna dig you a hole with his
three of spades.”

I brought my fist down on the green velvet, and then reached across the
table, grabbed the dealer by the lapels of his frock coat. The bowler hat fell to
the floor.
“Listen here,” I said. “My name ain’t ‘Lucky, it’s Jerome.”
“Jerome, when’s the last time you spoke to your sister?”
I let go the little man’s coat. Cleared my throat.
“Since she wandered round these parts, ain’t heard no word. Tell me.”
“Ain’t been since she took off in that semi, with that red-headed,
sneering—”
“Sob away, little man.”
“I got a big spirit, Jerome.”
“You got lucky cards,” I said. “But Sis was a bad draw. Tell that Goddarned cat to come here. I want to pet something warm and friendly.”
The dwarf’s eyes were marvelously blue.
“Hear that pitter-patter?” he said. “Hear that rain?”
I nodded my head.
“Gonna be an apocalypse soon. Ain’t no cat gonna live through The
Apocalypse. Just crocodiles and cockroaches.”
The rain was falling harder now. I stumbled after the cat. It fled.

The Melting Of Glaciers and Ice Sheets
By Audrey Knight

The wave crashed into the valley before daybreak, when the sky was
blushing at the seams and the mockingbirds were laughing in the windows
of a quiet house. Silver albacore surfed the swelling crest and thunder from
the wave tumbled half the mountain, waking the family drooling on their
linen shams, toothpaste kisses crusting their cheeks.
“Mudslide,” mother called as she jumped out of bed, stubbed her pink
toes on the empty crib holding laundry, and grabbed her cellphone and
purse. Her husband broke off his snoring and used both hands to haul the
gun safe to the top of the stairs. Their son scratched his balls and the rough
stuff on his cheeks, rubbed sleep from his eyes, opened the door to the roof,
and stepped into the rising tide.
The waters followed Mother up the stairs and grabbed her by her bony
ankles, pulling her with the current through the window. A Fiji mermaid,
she twirled around and between the swinging downspouts, clutching at
trinkets as the water carried them from the drowning house. Wooden blocks
and stiletto shoes. A bottle of wine sank into the flowerbed before she could
catch it. Her head popped up above the water along with empty Tupperware.
She caught an eave with her feet and climbed between the hip and valley
before the water pried away the rain gutters.
Her son and husband were already on the roof, standing on the chimney
and shouting at the ocean. Her son jumped up and down, clapping his hands
with each crunch-crash-groan-gurgle of the breaking house. Released from
the walls and rooms below, the roof bobbed atop the rising water. A whale
surfaced and blew, making her son squeal and her husband scramble with
the safety on the shotgun. He’d be damned, he said, if he lost that meat.
Mother sat crisscross applesauce on the shingled ridge, eyeing her phone
for service. Water dribbled from the mouthpiece. Her breasts grew hot and
her nipples tugged against her shirt.
“Not now,” she told them.
“What was that?” her husband asked.
“My milk is coming down, but I can’t nurse up here — like this — where
is the baby anyway?”
“Didn’t you get her?”
Mother sighed, pictured her infant swimming with the dolphins and said
it must remind her of the womb, if only the water weren’t so cold.

Broken Waters
By Ray Nessly

Backseat. Too late. She’s really hollering now.
The cabbie pulls over to the side of the highway. One by one, babies slide
into the world. Triplets. Eyes closed. Mewling. Three brand new, pale,
wrinkly things. Just like Bella, his dog, her puppies, that time: backseat of the
taxi. Alongside Highway 105. The roar of eighteen-wheelers passing.
Bella’s triplets lived almost a day.

The Earth Movers
By Leah Mueller

Any day is bound to be weird if it begins with a man wearing a chef’s
hat when he has no intention of cooking. I’d been expecting his visit, ever
since I’d picked him out of the Tacoma yellow pages a week beforehand. I
was drawn to the company name: The Carpet Chef as well as the attached
$10.00 off coupon. “Don’t be alarmed,” he’d told me on the phone. “The hat’s
just my trademark, you know, so people will remember me. It’s not a fashion
statement or anything.”
I was a forty-two year old single mother with a white carpet, which is
rarely a good idea under any circumstance, but in my case, even less so. I
was expecting a gentleman caller from California for erotic hijinks the
following afternoon and didn’t want his visit to be tainted by the sight of
ground-in peanut butter and old wine spills. Most of the carpet cleaning
businesses in the area charged prices that struck me as criminal, so I decided
to give the young man’s enterprise a try.
He looked to be about twenty-five, blonde, and cute. “Hi, I’m the Carpet
Chef,” he said by way of introduction. “I’ll get right to work.” The Chef
hoisted his heavy machine over his shoulder, carried it into my daughter’s
bedroom, and began rubbing the nozzle on the floor with practiced strokes.
The house vibrated pleasantly. He finished my daughter’s bedroom and then
headed for my son’s room.
It was hypnotic, and I began to daydream. My new boyfriend was a
clown who had just been fired from Cirque du Soleil, and I was excited about
his impending visit. I wandered aimlessly into my son’s bedroom. It was in
its usual disheveled shape, with marbles strewn everywhere. I felt angry.
Why hadn’t he cleaned up after himself? He knew the Carpet Chef was
coming. Then the earthquake hit. I watched the marbles roll in slow motion
and marveled at the velocity of the Chef’s powerful machine. Suddenly, I
realized that the earth itself was moving, and so I threw myself onto the
floor, and began laughing. My face was directly adjacent to the Chef’s right
ankle. He backed up slightly to give me space, and then stood in the
doorway of my son’s room, swaying.
“Whoa,” he said, “I’m dizzy.
The Chef rocked as though he were on the deck of a ship, his right hand
firmly clasped around the handle of his machine. His huge white hat bobbed
back and forth in mid-air like a cartoon flag. I continued to laugh
hysterically, but then the earthquake abruptly stopped.

“That was so cool,” the Chef said as I staggered to my feet. He looked
exhilarated, swelling momentarily with emotion as he said, “I’ll never forget
you! I’ll never forget this house!” Then he turned away from me, snapped
his machine back on, and resumed his cleaning task.

Sunday in the Truck with George
By Jillian Rochelle Etheridge

I had just fired up the chainsaw when something startled me. I turned, and
everything became covered in red. I didn’t even notice Marla. I guess I sort of
saw her when she fell down, but really, I didn’t notice her until I looked down to
find the source of all the blood, and there she was, her mouth wide open, but I
couldn’t hear her over the chainsaw in my hands, so I turned it off.
“Marla?” She didn’t say anything. I took off my gloves. The blood had
stopped spewing but was still gurgling up through the slit in her neck. “I’m
going to get you to the hospital,” I yelled down at her, emphasizing my words as
if she had suddenly gone deaf. I ran the thirty yards to the house and pulled the
truck around to where Marla had fallen.
“Don’t worry, honey. It’s going to be okay,” I said, reassuring her. “I’ll get
you to the hospital.” I tried to pull her up, but she wasn’t much help, so I had to
scoop her up into my arms. She was a lot heavier than she used to be. She had
gotten quite a bit bigger, but I guess I’d gotten a little bit weaker than I used to
be.
I slid her into the passenger’s seat and buckled her up.
“You’re going to be okay,” I told her as I pulled onto the road.
I patted her knee at a red light, but she didn’t pat mine back and hold it like
she used to, and so I looked over at her. I knew she was dead. I hit the gas pedal,
and the next thing I knew, there was a cop after me. I looked at Marla and
looked in the rearview mirror. I was not ready to explain the situation, so I kept
driving. I pushed on the emergency blinkers. The cop car pulled ahead, sirens
wailing into the springtime sun. I held onto Marla’s knee the whole time, just in
case she changed her mind.
I tried to stare straight ahead because blood was still coming out of her neck
in little gasps, and I needed to figure out what to do once we got to the hospital.
“How am I supposed to explain this?” I asked Marla, but she was still pretty
dead, and I’m grateful that she didn’t answer considering the state she was in,
but I sure wished she could have. Blood was all over the truck, and on me, and
layered thick on her Sunday dress, the one she bought last year for Easter. We’d
fucked like rabbits that day, and the next morning she’d had to wear a scarf
because of the hickey I had left on her neck. We were too old to be marking each
other, and too young to be dead.
I realized I didn’t have my seat belt on. Marla did. Marla always wore a
seatbelt.

Slow

By Zain Saeed
I stare at blank spaces because they remind me of other things I used to
stare at, when times were simple. Well, not simple, but slower. That was
when a day felt like a day, because Feedo was around, and he used to lick
my face every other hour and I could count how many times he licked it with
his Labrador tongue. He was so much wiser than I ever will be. I remember
one day I was out for three hours straight, and on my return, I found him
giving me a reproachful look as if he were trying to tell me big things like
time waits for no one and lost time is never found again. Those were the times
when I wondered whether Feedo was, in fact, me, or a version of me from a
time where whoever had made the world run took personal preferences into
account. The more I think about this, the more I’m convinced of its truth,
because he always seemed to know when I wanted something, and would
hang his head much the same as I did when faced with unhappy things.
Daria called it uncanny. The day he reproached me regarding time was also
the day he dragged me by the sleeves into the bedroom where I found Daria
stuck in some extremely happy moment, one she refused to get out of. So
Feedo and I sat and stared at each other for hours before calling anybody,
and he told me things like she’s in a better place and even more things about
time. He then got up and paced around the room, slowly. I wanted to pace,
too, but my legs wouldn’t let me. When they came to take Daria away, Feedo
stayed behind. I owed Daria things, so I went along. I did not cry, neither did
Feedo, but we were both great at hiding things. When I came back, I found
him sulking by the television. When he saw me, he tilted his head and told
me to remember to keep the TV plugged in next time. Daria hated it when I
unplugged things. Feedo and I stared at each other rather than the TV, then
he walked away to fall asleep by the kitchen door and told me to go do the
same. I could not move, so I remained where I was, staring at nothing in
particular, hoping to remember things, but failing to do so. It was all just
blank. Sometime later, could have been minutes, hours, or days, Feedo
showed up and sat in the blank space I was staring at and filled it up with his
disapproval, because time, etc. Now when I stare at a blank wall, I think of
him and then I get up to do impossible things, like wash the dishes and shut
the bathroom door. I still cannot, however, feel time.

When Heavy Things Touch Ground
By Daniel DiFranco

She came around the corner at a quarter past two. She was careful,
scared. Then click, bang, quick they put seventeen tranquilizers into her, and
she fell. When she hit, she hit hard, and things made of glass trembled.
In the paper, where her picture was plastered all feet and dusty gray
mound, it was reported that she’d died of cardiac arrest on the flatbed back
to the circus.
The next day a kid came home from school, and when his mother asked
him what he had learned, he thought of the picture, left on his teacher’s
desk, and the cracks in the ground. He thought of the elephant, and he
thought of its feet and the weeds reaching up through the pavement. He
didn’t want to lose it — to give it away — to talk about it before he
understood it, so he said, “Nothing,” to his mother. He went to his room, lied
down, and thumbed an old rock he’d plucked from a streambed long ago.
Long before he knew of elephants or newspapers. Long before he knew what
silence and weeds and feet the size of tombstones could do. Long before he
could pretend and lie to his mother.

The Cloud Hunters
By Rebecca Harrison

They said the clouds were gone. Every night they told us about rain and
we tapped our fingers to make the patter sound. They showed us pictures of
clouds and we traced the outlines to remember their shapes. We gave them
names. When everyone else was asleep, we whispered into fast winds so the
clouds might hear us calling them back. The air tasted of dust. I listened to
the dark and tried to hear cloud drift. In the morning, we looked for the
clouds’ shapes in the skies. They weren’t there.
When no one was looking, we made maps to find the clouds. I hid the
maps under my bed. We left in dawn dim before they woke and we ran
below the empty cloud paths. I wondered how rain smelled. We walked past
the edge of the dust sea. I counted waves, but not out loud. We walked
toward the mountains. We spoke only the clouds’ names, and we forgot our
own. We sang songs only clouds could hear. We floated.

On Eating Bananas
By Christopher Gannon

Carl sits at a table minding his own business. Bill enters with three
random objects and lays them on the table. One of the objects is a ripe
banana.
BILL: Eat the banana.
CARL: No.
BILL: I insist that you eat it.
CARL: I won’t.
BILL: Put it in your mouth!
CARL: You’re scaring me!
Mary storms into the room in knee-high black boots spattered in mud.
MARY: Why are you afraid?
CARL: It’s not the banana that scares me, but the way it’s being
presented as a random object.
Mary takes one of the objects off the table and uses it to wipe mud off her
boots. Bill takes the other object, breaks it into two, and sticks them in his
ears. The banana remains on the table.
BILL: Please, eat the banana.
CARL: Thank you.
BILL: What?
CARL: I said thank you!
BILL: What?
MARY: He said thank you!
BILL: Please don’t spank me!
Mary spanks Bill while Carl peels the banana and eats it.

Dried Fig

By Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois
My dog and cat ran away. They’d been conspiring, waiting ‘til winter so
they could cross the lake, knowing I can’t stand the cold and distrust the
thickness of ice. Both of them were calico, so they had a lot in common
despite their difference in species. They told each other that they lived in a
post-species world, and were thus reassured.
Relationship troubles. Money troubles too, and then I ate an e-coli
burger, with cheddar. The nurses’ shadows are those of Joshua trees. It’s
Suffocation Centigrade in the ward. I am as parched as a dried fig, but they
won’t give me any water.
It was a lonely morning when I awoke and padded into the cold living
room to find my pets gone. I knew right away what had happened, as I did
when my wife left me, even before I found the note nailed to the black
walnut cutting board I’d given her one Xmas. It was beautiful, dark and
severe like her, but she never showed any enthusiasm for it.
All the other charity cases look like Charles Bukowski, one per bed. One
Bukowski is sucking off another. One Bukowski is sweating piss, saying: This
is the biggest accomplishment of my life. Joshua trees stick needles into my arm,
set up a drip. One tree says: I’ve never seen anyone this dehydrated. Your body is
a desert.
My dog and cat agreed with my ex: I could be an insensitive,
condescending bastard. They’ve only been gone a couple of days, but I’ve
already forgotten their names.
The nurse and I are desert rats. I ask her if she can find me some Viagra.
There are more dogs and cats in the pound. They see me coming and
shrink away. They can tell the kind of man I am, not abusive, but capable of
sucking all the joy out of a room — that’s what my ex-wife told me. That’s
what the low woofs meant, the sour meows.
The nurse says: Your body is a Rubbermaid cabinet stocked with disease and
tools for which there is no longer any function.

A Caterpillar Crossing
By Soren James

I once saw a caterpillar crossing a road, while in the distance a car
headed toward it. I stepped into the road to halt the car, and when it
stopped, the driver asked me if it was an emergency. I said, “Yes, there’s
a caterpillar in the road.”
He said, “That’s odd, I remember when I was about your age, I once
stepped into the road to save the pupa of a caterpillar, and a strange thing
occurred . . . the driver began to tell me a story about how, he too, had
once saved a butterfly on a road by stepping in front of car.”
So I said to him, “Okay, I’m bored now. Would you like to run over
the caterpillar? I’ve got better things to do than listen to your stories.”
“I felt the same at your age,” said the driver, “Sometimes you just
have to get on with life.”
While in the process of marching away, my lack of interest was
disrupted when I turned back to ask, “Did the driver in your tale say the
same thing?”
“Eventually, yes. You see, I was more patient than you and allowed
him to unfurl a long series of similar tales, spanning all the way back to
the early age of the horse and cart.”
“A bit like I’ve now allowed you to do?”
“I suppose so, yes. But you’ve got away with the short version. The
version I heard had twenty-seven embedded stories, and I was forced to
listen to every one of them.”
Again turning to leave, I said, “When I grow up, I hope I don’t
become like you, boring other people with the details of my stories.”
“When you get older, you’ll be unable to resist passing this story on.
It regenerates itself regardless of personal will. One day you’ll be driving
along in your hover car, or whatever it is you’ll have in the future, and
you’ll be stopped by someone trying to save a butterfly. When that
happens, you’ll be unable to prevent yourself from relating these events.”
Twenty years later, I found myself driving along in my laser-elevated
vehicle when a kid stopped me in an attempt to save a butterfly by
claiming that they were nearing extinction. I felt an urge rising in me to
recount the similar, earlier incident from my own life, but I resisted this
impulse by shooting the kid in the head.
Twenty years later in my prison cell, having had time to reflect on my
previously angry and impatient nature, I’ve finally decided to let go of

my hostility toward the world — to here and now recount the details of
my fable in the hope that it may be passed on to others who are
concerned about nature on our roads.

Lily

By Everett Warner
Lily doesn’t glow any more. She’s been asleep since we were kids, since I
finished the painting, one arm always tucked under her chest, wrist limp and
bent against her ribs. Her head is tilted and her eyebrows are angled ever so
slightly downward, as if she is fighting a nightmare. The orderlies stopped
wiping her tears some years ago and hooked her up to an IV that keeps her
from drying up. They call her weeping willow. I breathe outward and look
over at the painting I put up to catch her dreams.
Her legs are draped over the edge of the cliff. She’s staring at the sunset, taking
in the indigo flood of the sky. She looks downward and left, quivering the braid that
falls just over the front of her left ear. Threaded into the braid is a white ribbon
woven through six red petals. She never turns her head completely around. If she
did, I’m not sure if she would be smiling or crying.
Back then, in our alcove in the woods, she would climb and I would
paint. So long as we were near each other, she would glow. One day, out by
our tree, I decided I wanted her to be a dragonfly in amber. I would draw her
and she could color my days.
It’s a night of dark trees, and there is a little island surrounded by a circlet of
water, streaming, electrified by teal koi fish. On the island, a lone cherry blossom
darkens and reddens. Fire flies around the forest in incandescent trails. I drown my
toes in the heat of the pond, drawing. She never comes down from the tree. I wonder
sometimes if she and the tree are separate things.
Once I saw her outside of her skin, her skeleton beckoning to me like a
groaning tree. The fireflies sing to me like she used to.
Flower bells bleed and bloom, blow out over the still waters, red, like life
overflowing. Like the living brushing lips against the dead. Blue wisps of fire dance
around the tree and in my hands. The fireflies light out and die as soon as I touch
them. I put them in the lantern anyway.
I look away from the painting to her hospital bed. She clutches a lantern
against her chest, a braid of cherry blossoms in her hair. The tiny cage
explodes; her corpse unmoving. In pulses, she lights the night.

Hoping for Gravy
By Robin White

Justin dropped his brother-in-law’s tongue into the road, knocked the
dust off his boots, and stepped back into his car. Whistling through his teeth,
he eyeballed his brother.
“Now,” said Justin. “We’re gonna wait for that son’bitch out there to
bleed to death and then two things are gonna happen. An’ you listen good,
now, a’right? I ain’t gonna untie you and I ain’t gonna un-gag you. What I’m
thinkin’ to do is, I’m gonna kill you. An’ I’m gonna talk. Don’t squirm now,
don’t squirm. Just stay the fuck still, little brother, or I’ll make it hurt like I
did that little bitch out there.”
Justin leant over his brother and looked out the open passenger-side
window. His brother-in-law, bleeding from his mouth onto the road, was
squirming in the dust. Blood had pooled across the dying man’s shirt and
the back of his jeans, and Justin grinned at the memory of the noises he’d
made.
“I’m gonna kill you quick, cuz we’s family, and I love you. But you ain’t
right is all. So I’m gonna shoot you, real quick, in the side o’ the head, and
then I’ll go home and see the family. I’ll tell ‘em a real nice goodbye from
ya’, and I’ll tell my boys that their uncle’s in heaven, where there ain’t no
fuckin’ queers to turn them from the ri-chuss.”
Justin wiped his bloody knife across his brother’s jeans then freed his
gun and rested it against his brother’s temple, forcing his head out the
window. On the dash, the radio crackled into life, but he ignored the sound.
“I told you. I gave you chance. I said don’t be a cock sucker. I told you.
A’right? Don’t be tellin’ Jesus and all ‘em apostles that I din’t give you no
chance, cuz that dog ain’t gonna hunt. Man. You know what? I’m havin’
steak and eggs tonight.”
Justin pulled the trigger, opened the passenger side door, and rolled his
brother into the dirt next to his brother-in-law who had long ago stopped
moving. Satisfied and with ringing ears, Justin pulled the door shut, gunned
the engine, and then headed back towards town. He was thinking about
steak and eggs and hoping for gravy.

Side Spaces
By Sarah Glady

I am backstage at church. I’m with my family, maybe, definitely with the
board of the association, definitely with people from my high school choir,
but it’s not a service, it’s a motivational speaking engagement, or a
fundraiser, and it’s almost my turn to speak, but I turn to stage right and
know that I have to climb the rigging to get to the roof.
As I climb and climb, I pass three floors, but everyone is gone or in the
shower, so I climb again. I know all of the tricks to the latches and swing
doors, and so I get to the first attic. Everything smells like iron and cracked
lips.
Two of my friends are playing cards. I’m not supposed to be there. They
look at each other. It’s awkward. I wasn’t invited. My friend Brian tries to
tell me as gently as possible that I’m in the wrong space, but I don’t listen. I
kick down the stucco wall, and then I’m outside in the jungle, on the porch,
with my trivia team and my sister.
They are all laughing. Some are missing. Gary, the one who always
knows where the thimblerig ball is, sees me and tells me that there’s
probably no room for me. I tell him that I’m not staying to play, that I was
looking for Dana and Jess and Jackie. He sweeps his arms out towards the
spongy green and tries to tell me that they’re out in the jungle, but I interrupt
him and tell him that Jackie might be dead. We all know it. Vines are
growing over her as we think.
Then there is a sound, and the trees we cannot see are instead buffalos
and wolves and car crashes, and all of these changes are excruciating and our
fault, but the red birds that were green or hidden or not real before, come
straight for our tree house, and I see that there are more havens in the
canopy, that there are baboons with fangs coming, so I grab the rope, now a
rope ladder. I wrap it around my body, and as I push the porch away, I’m
overtaken by the green where my friends are sleeping.

An Unheard Cello
By Geoffrey Miller

Restless unconscious lights muscle young scratchy underwater mists —
submerged and stealing — lit by mad punch-dyed water, distractedly
watching the creation of waste without apology.
A man, sunken in business cards, envelopes, and pie tin afterimage
pinches black plastic as evidence inside a neon fluorescent supermarket. An
unnaturally white bag — made in Pakistan — carries cigarettes, fish fillets,
orange juice, fireworks, and fat shrimp to buy him moments.
Unscuffed, four-holed, labelless black shoes, evening, walking — louder
on the station tiles, nervous near lockers and corners — fleeing over
repainted crosswalks and lurking parking lots to an apartment that has sewn
his fingers into the ownership of an onion-skinned script.
A wife, who used to be a woman, with the unblinking bondage of small
fingerprints, deadlines, and formalities, and he listening officially to
mouthfuls of taxes, Gucci, disease, lunches, and trains.
“Whiskey.”
The blending of a go-between is grabbing at objections, and he’s
hesitating, outwitted by child fiber deadlines weaving wide-eyed eggs to be
suddenly nervous about zoos to which his drunk tongue must beautifully
commit.
Yui is smooth, hatching a look with chicken and food and milk —
hitching a sapphire signal of a hundred wants while eating comfortably.
“Saturday.”
Yui smiles –- shoulder, skirt, laying fingers to shaking and natural noises
–- blurring sleep into a blunted dream.
Massive structures
— Homeless –Receipts for flowing songs discarded among nervous ocean freighters,
Wearing doorbells and mailboxes.
He is running water to steam, tiny oranges, and brown paper lunches
with the sensitivity of a Rolex smeared by damp newspaper ink. “Two days .
. . Tokyo,” said around the glittering profile of an umbrella, half out a taxi
door through thoughts of future memories of money, airports, benches,
office blocks, partnering among deadlines, balances, and burglary.

Yui, “Who cares.” She, among the dingy apartments, buying tall moods
with telling wants and squirming and balancing shadows on her neck. She, a
model with which to hitch the wrong thumb to his corpse –- to be louder,
lifting saliva and trembling and ringing and hazy –- a girl without her shoes
in the evening, smiling and moist.
Tokyo. Café. Waitress. Wants coffee . . . only.
An imprecise screen — last — claustrophobic partners guess among
hundreds of takes, watching a wooden model in ruins, split and shut-up.

Axis of Combination
By Mark Crimmins

Heading west along Bloor Street, I try to walk off my troubles. Over the
entrance to Tiffany’s a relief sculpture of Atlas holds up the world. The mangod struggles to balance on his hunched shoulders a stone beach ball, which
also conveniently tells the time. As I near the Colonnade, a young boy veers
out of Chapters Bookstore and runs across the street, forcing a motorist in a
Lamborghini Espada to slam on his brakes. Another boy chases the first,
yelling after him: “Hassim! The keys! The keys! Hassim!” Their cries sink
from the peripheral to the anterior, and soon Christ is preaching to me across
the traffic from the Wayside Pulpit of the Church of the Redeemer. I am the
way, the truth, and the life. Across Avenue Road, the Ming Dynasty lions of the
Royal Ontario Museum sit resolute beneath the tangled scaffolding of
Libeskind’s deconstructivist crystal. Philosopher’s Walk wriggles away from
me and disappears beneath a canopy of leaves. Through the Music
Conservatory windows, I hear a madrigal by Palestrina. Beside the old
dome-decapitated Meteorological Station, a huge raccoon shimmies down
one of the observatory trees and lopes across the grass, its head swinging left
and right. For a moment, it pauses and pans me with a glance. Then it
resumes its raccooning. At Saint George, the new student residence rises
before me. A crane’s yellow claw dangles over its roof. The sharp angles and
tilted glass planes of the Bata Shoe Museum edge towards me like an iceberg
in a deep current. Across the street, the Art Deco façade of the Medical Arts
Building bathes in sunlight. Above its Doric columns, Plato speaks in stone.
The ideal journey is the mind’s ascent to truth. I pass the sculptured granite
dominos at Spadina. The delicate horizontal bands of the Jewish Community
Centre. I pause at Book City and read the spines of the sidewalk table books.
Cyphers. Glyphs. Markings on trees. I continue west. At Bathurst, the Vegas
neon overload of Honest Ed’s Discount Store tears a hole in my head. I stop
to admire a graffiti mural in an alleyway just past Markham. I walk on.
Roman letters become Hangul characters. Koreatown. There’s no end to the
city of signs. After Euclid, I realize I will never stop walking. From
Palmerston I can see along Bloor Street until it reaches the sky. Another hour
and it will be a pathway to the sun.

A Story about Shoes with a Hat on Top
By Adam Weber

Sometimes I cry when the snow comes down and I look at my feet. It’s
not that they are bad feet, but only that around here no one seems to have
feet anymore. It began imperceptibly. My rich friend Natasha came home
from somewhere over the ocean wearing metal fabric wrapped around her
toes, and I was too polite to ask. Every day she pressed a button, and her feet
shrank. One day she had feet, then hooves, then nothing. Now I’m quite
afraid and embarrassed, not only because I can’t afford the shrinking shoes,
but because Natasha has just bought a hat.

Lunch Hour

By Robin Wyatt Dunn
I find the right parts to eat: her urge to buy the extra lipstick, his fantasy
about a black dwarf, the child’s anxiety about ice cream cones, and the dog’s
dream of clouds. I gobble them up so that they never were.
All the things that could have been and are not fatten my gut.
I live in a tower, over 2nd Avenue. I watch you cross the street. I look
into your eyes, with my sunglasses on, and my mind, like a tongue, flicks
into your brain.

Candy Color Blue
By Andrew Rhodes

A woman was walking on the side of the road by the hospital while
wearing a pink silk tank top with matching shorts. It could have been
lingerie or a legitimate outfit, depending. I asked her if she needed a ride.
She did. I had many papercuts on my hands from office work, some a day or
two old, others fresh and stinging like hellfire.
“Can I touch the silk,” I said.
“Yeah.”
I touched it, rubbed it between my fingers. It healed me.
“Alright,” she said. “We need to move. My ex-husband has kidnapped
my child. It’s his child too, but still. It’s kidnapping by the letter of the law.”
I said, “Ex-husband. Okay. Good. I like the sound of that”
“But my new husband is offshore, and when he comes back, everybody
is going to be sorry. He’s a war hero.”
“Which war?”
“Kokomo.”
“Kosovo?”
“No. There’s a place called Kokomo. A secret war has been going on
there for years. Tyrants, communists, drug traders, liars, underground
tunnels. A secret war. But Billy was the hero.”
She told me which way to go and I drove until the road was no longer
paved and we were riding on grass. Finally, she told me to stop. I thought
she wanted to stop so we could be intimate. I told her I was an old-fashioned
lover in the tradition of a Mitchum or an Iglesius.
“No,” she said, pointing. “We are here. He’s at the blueberry farm up
there.”
I looked ahead, but all I saw was a cloud of candy-colored blue. “That’s
not a blueberry farm; it’s just a blue cloud.”
She slapped me.

Balanced
By Philip Kuan

His name was irrelevant in a world filled with Matts and Ethans, but it
was Barry: Barry, neighbor to Alexander, carpool to Will the up-and-coming
director at Willowsberg Creative plus matching wife and Yin Yang kids to
Barry’s own wife and Yin Yang kids, none of which Barry would ponder this
sickly autumn morning, woken by bacon. Instead, he lingered in bed, glaring
at the stucco ceiling while becoming nauseated by the optimism wafting in.
His wife, again washing dishes, was whistling into her apron, and his
kids, lumps of a peripheral, were chattering on about dreams that they’d had
the night before. Barry stared listlessly at the morning paper, at the articles
with the fewest words, then left.
“Hey, didn’t you hear me honk?” Barry tried twice to ignore Will’s voice
as he hunched beside his tire clutching a screwdriver, watching the puncture
wounds bleed out pressure. But Will persisted, “Good gravy you’re lucky it’s
my turn today!” and Barry found himself whisked into his carpool’s granite
Lexus, subject to casual waves from neighbors and children (a few his own)
as he commuted reluctantly.
The passive knocking on his cubicle came from his VP, a bearded man
clutching an obscene doodle. The man scratched his face, and then asked if
this was all the work done so far on the Pashmina account. Barry admitted
that he didn’t know, knowing full well that it was the only fax that he’d put
out all week.
Tension festered. It was a sketch of a moldy butter knife pressed to the
throat of a Nubian princess, dancing in a cubicle unsurprisingly similar to
Barry’s own personal space. He studied her cleavage, refusing participation
in the corporate game of chicken until brought to climax by his own screen
saver, a woman’s engorged tit now rotating for its audience.
Lunch at the plaza’s sushi buffet peaked with vomit in the ice cream. A
waitress met him at the exit with a hot towel, apologizing even as he
confessed his fetish for Japanese nurses. The rest of the afternoon was spent
chucking coins at the cars of a nearby intersection.
Evening found him at a gentleman’s club, spending his family’s money
on lap dances from tolerable women still fuming of cigarettes. When he had
had enough, a bouncer carried Barry’s flaccid body to a complementary
taxicab.
Three a.m. found him trying to shit in his kitchen, perversions still
gyrating like specters through his breakfast nook. A manila envelope rested

beneath some fruit on the counter. Behind him, he heard his wife’s whispers
but ignored the rest of her, barely brushing her bathrobe as he passed
upstairs.
As he read the lab results, thumb stroking the unbiased honesty of a
razor’s edge, he glanced up and witnessed again a frail, encumbered man.
Decline and decimation stretched Barry’s skin like a canvas across cavernous
bone, and when he spoke from the shadows of his own sockets, bitter black
hollows inquired back, asking what he imagined he could flee.

Kingdom Phylum Class Order Family
Genus Species
By Phil Self

Little Sister was never great at mnemonics. Thought the rhymes and
phrases were silly. She liked to remember the thing itself, uncondensed,
whether it was a theorem, a dynasty, the colours of the rainbow. She’d
collect a series of facts; chant them over and over to herself, sitting on the
floor cross-legged while we listened to the wireless radio. She liked the radio.
Square and old, it was difficult to tune in properly: the World Service was
about the only thing we could understand. Not all the meaning, but the
sound. The radio would speak, a voice in clipped accent soothingly deep,
and my sister would repeat. Years went by while Little Sister sat listening,
while Big Sister hung laundry. It was what we had. The newsreader tells us
about a place called Mumbai. Apparently it’s big and there used to be an
empire there. Little Sister listens carefully, her head to one side, quietly
saying Colaba, Little Colaba, Bombay, Mazagaon, Parel, Mahim, Worli over and
over again. I thought it sounded beautiful, poetry over a riverbed, but I
didn’t know what it meant. Slowly, carefully, she taught me what to
remember, how.

Thanks for the Memories
By Philip Kobylarz

She asked if I remembered that day from a string of immemorial days,
hazy, distant, misty as specifically that day was in early fall — or was it late
winter? — because the leaves had fallen and were gathered, matted, in a
carpeting of musk, scented with a hint of almost tobacco and old
newspapers, and in the shallow crevices of hills, valleys, gullies, cricks there
was a thin dust of accumulated and re-frozen snow, which highlighted, or
under-lit even more so, the damp dark boughs, limbs of trees, so cold they
were black and would snap in your grip when you tried to climb their Zen
artistic attempt at ladders, and how the animals in the nearby zoo, what
looked like a group of zebra and tapir barley moving in the chilled air,
became interested, excited to see life free and randomly roving beyond a
world entrapped by chain link fence, and they followed our crunching
footfalls as we tried to find a trail to someplace but ended up making our
own that led us either logically, or romantically, to a cemetery we had never
known of, complete with forged hills crowned with embittered oak trees,
crypts, abandoned graveskeeper quarters, civil war dead, tombstones, and
monuments, two of which had our last names engraved and waiting.

Things My Father Doesn’t Know about
Me
By Nettie Farris

Palm Trees. Bougainvillea. Evergreens. Pasadena is a long way from
Kansas. This isn’t Wichita, I still tell myself. Sometimes I get the sense that
I’m looking down at myself from above, as if I’m leaning out a high window,
observing the pedestrians below. I’m Miss Davis, Merle Davis, Mrs.
Murdock’s secretary. I wear my hair in a tight little bun. I don’t like it when
men leer at me, especially when the man is my boss. I knew Mr. Marlowe
would know what to do. I’m not afraid of him. He sits on the edge of the bed
and holds my hand. His pajamas are soft and smell like mint. The sleeves are
rolled up several times; yet, still, they cover my wrists. My tortoise shell
glasses rest on the table next to the bed. A loaded gun sits in my purse. There
are things my father doesn’t know about me. I’ve killed a man. In fact, I’ve
killed two.

Traffic Jam Litany
By J. Gabriel Scala

In that moment, that brief, illusive moment, you actually allow yourself
to think: somebody better be dead because the cars and trucks and exhaust
fumes have come to a sudden and complete stop in front of you, and you
almost, just barely missing by the skin of your teeth, hit that station wagon
full of kids who are now making ugly clown faces in your direction as you
pull out your last cigarette from the crumpled pack at your side, throw the
snickers bar wrapper out the window, and realize you have to use the
bathroom — soon — and so you’ll be even later than you were already going
to be meeting your lover at that little restaurant with the red and white
checkered plastic table cloths to have that I’m sorry, I’m so, so sorry
conversation that has had you tied in knots for the past three weeks, that has
made breathing an act of sheer will, and he’ll sit on the other side of the table
and watch you squirm like your father’s fishing bait, watch the way you
twirl a swatch of your hair around and around your finger, trying to keep
from biting your nails — which need painting — while shifting too
noticeably in your chair and eventually he’ll let you off the hook … he’ll give
you permission to breathe again and you’ll call him a son of a bitch under
your breath and knock your chair over as you get up, excusing yourself, and
practically run to the bathroom where you’ll curse and cry and scream and
the old woman coming out of the stall behind you will click her tongue and
shake her head and make you feel like a three-year-old having a tantrum in
the middle of the Bellevue Baptist Church social where there is little or no
mention of Christ or hypocrisy, just talk of lemon meringue pies and kids
these days and everyone is looking at you as you exhale loudly, squash out
the smoke you have smoked to the butt, raise your middle finger to the horn
blowing behind you and notice that the cars are now moving.

Bumper to Bumper
By Anthony Knott

This morning I awoke inside my car, on the expressway, where
somebody or some-THING had attached all the vehicles bumper to bumper.
My Volvo was welded to a Prius in front, Ford pick-up at the rear.
Everybody awoke simultaneously, in our driver’s seats, with sports radio
blaring, doors welded shut, gear shifts removed, gas pedals gone, no brakes,
air conditioning ON, coffee cups in their holders with a jelly donut placed on
a napkin in the passenger seat. Outside workers in hazard suits were waving
us forward straight into the Midtown Tunnel out of which smoke billowed
and flames leapt.
I sipped my coffee, took a bite of jelly donut and listened to the sports
commentator say, “I don’t want this to be lesser, or this to be greater, or this
to fit into a niche. Its flayed open on the grill is what it is. We eat it, and as
soon as we taste it, we know it’s good. It’s an animal and not a kind animal
as we understand kindness. . .” I was impressed, but the commentator had to
say something. He had to come up with an angle each and every day. That’s
what he was paid to do: make shit up when there was really nothing to talk
about then doll it up like he was discussing an epiphany in twentieth century
English Literature class.
After we passed the tollbooths, I began to feel the heat from the tunnel.
The workers outside had pulled back, leaving just the cars and all of us
inside them. You could hear tires exploding ahead. The lady in her Prius was
slumped sideways, I assumed from fright as much as anything. A moment
ago, when I looked at the guy in his truck, he was eating his donut and I
wondered if he was thinking the same thing that I was: that whoever had
done this might have put some kind of medication in the jelly part that
would anesthetize us before entering the tunnel. I was hoping that was the
reason the lady had flopped over, because she had gobbled her donut down
too quickly. I had finished mine but wasn’t feeling a damn thing, maybe a
slight sugar rush. Had watched too many episodes of Saw, I guess. The
donut did go well with the coffee.
I looked again at the guy in his truck still pounding his steering wheel
with a little bit of jelly at the corner of his mouth. Probably finished the
whole thing and realized it all came down to this, after all those payments on
his truck, or whatever else.

I reached up and touched my hair. I’d forgotten to put Rogaine on my
scalp. That really made me uncomfortable, the idea of going bald all the
quicker.

The War, On Drugs
By Todd Mercer

We have no idea why we’re out on patrol, getting our asses shot off,
helping people who don’t want help.
Every time we’re pinned behind trees or boulders, taking fire, someone
wounded, I think, this would be unbearable if we weren’t high as hell. The war on
drugs — it’s definitely better than a lucid, clear-headed war. You’d be out of
your mind to pick that.
Sometimes new guys rotate in here and try to swing it straight up, but
they see that it’s a horror show. They come around to medicating. Almost all
of them. They ask, can I spare some of that stuff for a brother? and I say,
yeah brother, I can.
Among the long-timers, only Private Dawkins abstains. That’s because
he fights the war on Jesus. The every other word is Jesus kind of Jesus-y. It
keeps him wired, like the drugs do for us. Jesus is his co-pilot. He might be
schizophrenic, I’m thinking. He might do worse back in The World than
now. He might die a hero because he’s the last to get his head down when
we’re under fire.
I write home and tell my folks that we’re building schools, because
they’re worriers.
When I shipped over here the unit’s detail was burning poppy fields. On
poppy fields. Not so bad.
I wouldn’t have re-upped another tour like I did had I known the great
brain trust would re-assign us as sniper-targets day on day. There is
absolutely nothing of military value up this way.
Why are we doing this?
No one tells the platoon. Shooting at shadows in mountain passes.
Taking the ridge and giving up the ridge. Hey, here’s your ridge back. Enjoy.
Why? Orders, that’s all I know. Someone’s orders. Better to dream it away.
We’re winning the war on drugs, if we have any chance of winning it at all.

The Climb

By Melissa Ostrom
By way of walls, where moss mortars stones and up shaggy bark when
one limb accommodates the reach, he will rise: the point, not a managed
vista, rather the scaling, precarious ascension, test of sinew and animal
agility. So when the hair hangs from the window, it need not attach to a face,
pretty or otherwise. Perhaps the scientist will pause to part the strands and
ascertain humidity, DNA, the warbler shaded and nesting. The prince might
frown at its mottled extravagance. The poet may inhale to unearth his
childhood.
Braided or disheveled — blond, brown, curling, straight — loosened for
the gain of a jealous mother or hung in hopeless grief like a noose in reverse
— cascading — jackpot golden, Great Mystery black, signal fire red, or
poised desire indescribable: none of this matters.
It suffices the hair is there. Chances are he will just clench this new rope,
test it with a jerk (Doesn’t that hurt? What’s your plan, woman? Are you
well-anchored?), wrap it around his wrists, and struggle up the tower to see
how high he can go, how long his well-made body can hang on for the sake
of its own dear life.

Regifting

By Melissa Ostrom
Here’s a word for you. You know it? Good. Does it tease you back to
Maria and that incident in Jimmy’s Pathfinder? Torment you with
recollections of your mother’s nightgown, her flannelled lap? It would. It’s
like that. Wait. Don’t toss it. Both verb and noun, it may come in handy. No,
it’s not tricky. Smart. Whimsical. Paradoxical as cleave, untranslatable as
trouble. I once used it as an adjective. It can help you. Last week, it dissolved
the gum in my hair. See the new clearing behind the pasture? It urged the
horses to browse brush — whole trees — straight to the ground. You would
not believe how hungry it made them. I never would have conceived my son
without it. Even now, it does strange things to me. Please. You’d better take
it. I insist. No need to insure it. LOL. Instructions on maintenance? Just wash
your hands afterward, and you might put your liquor on a higher shelf. It’s
officially indestructible. Come on, now. Stop crying. Look. It likes you. I
promise: it won’t ruin you, as long as you remember to exercise it. Take it
out once a day. Study it wide-eyed. Adore it. Love it, like I did, like you’ve
never seen anything so gorgeous. Make it feel like a miracle, an antidote. It
very well may cure your quiet blundering.

No

By Robin Wyatt Dunn
No.
No.
I’ve begun again. Everything you told me I wouldn’t do, I did. The
colors inside the prison were musical — a symphony of color.
It was not a state prison — not in the usual sense.
Now here we are. It’s good to see you again. You’ve aged well. Putting
on weight. I think you look good. It’s not what I would have expected. I’m
not sure what I would have expected, but it makes sense.
Do you have any coffee? Sitting around without something to drink
seems silly.
Surely you heard the rumors — all that was happening. I can confirm
some of them. The government’s fallen, but the new one is much the same as
the old. And it’s true Kansas has rebelled. I was there. But it was a sullen
rebellion. I’m not sure that anyone cares. Not yet.
I care. Do you?
It’s not right, my coming here. There were other things I needed to do
first, but they told me to come here. To see you, and your people. As though
we could change anything now.
It was right what you said — do you remember? — that no one would
forgive me. I took that to heart.
You’re a scapegoat now too, you see. I’m sorry for that. Still, it would be
hard to find a better scapegoat. You, so gloriously isolated all these years . . .
like a show-off. Pretending you knew so much.
Now you will know more.
I’ve come to kill you — you already knew that — but more than that,
I’ve come to have vengeance on you and your town. We could do that —
perhaps even better — without killing you. We could convert you.
I said you couldn’t be converted. I said you were stubborn enough to
make it difficult. And I did want to be the one to do it.
We’re coming now. Over every state border crossing, from the East.
Some from the South too. These trees will make beautiful graves for you,
don’t you think? You’re fortunate in that.
I forgive you.
And I remember everything you said. Everything you did to me.

Downward-Facing Dog
By Rochelle Spencer

“Namaste,” said Jay, the instructor, as he exhaled and facial yoga class
drew to a close. Janice and I picked up our mats. The class had been
challenging but necessary. Neither of us could afford a face transplant and
our other efforts to reduce facial chubbiness weren’t working.
Jay’d led us through difficult poses, including the lip-eye-teeth Cobra:
lift the top lip while winking the left eye and moving the tongue.
“I can’t close my eyes,” Janice told me. We sat at the tea shop next to the
yoga studio, mopping sweat off our faces with paper napkins. “How am I
going to sleep tonight?”
“Here.” I tried to press Janice’s eyelids down. They wouldn’t move. They
sprang against my fingertips and made them vibrate. “You overdid it,” I
said. “You’ll probably need to ice your face.”
“Mother told me if I made faces, it’d eventually stay like that.”
“Should have listened.”
“Should have. But I got another idea for getting rid of these fat faces.”
I stared at Janice’s (literally) wide-eyed expression and sipped my tea.
“There’s this doctor offering discounts—” Janice began but stopped
when she saw the look on my face.
“Why don’t we just diet?”
“Not targeted or effective.”
I stared at my twin, at her thin body and balloon-like head. Our broad
faces had cost us romantic partners and work promotions. Everywhere we
went, we encountered snickers and jokes and cruel signs that read NO
UGLIES ALLOWED. There had been, in recent years, attempts to fight uglyism, but it remained America’s last prejudice. Considering all this, my face
burning from downward-facing dog eye blinks, what else could I say to my
sister but “yes”?
≠
Dr. Caromale had once been a gynecologist, and a good one, but in 2030,
there’d been a sudden flood of ugly babies, a generation termed “Gen Ugly”
by an ugly-hating media. Dr. Caromale, not one to turn down a
moneymaking opportunity, did a second residency and became the
country’s top plastic surgeon.
“I’m scared,” I said.
From her pillow, Janice turned to see me better. “Don’t be,” she said.
“This surgery will change our lives.”

Dr. Caromale walked in then, a worried expression on her symmetrical
face.
“Listen,” she said, looking not at us but at her clipboard. “Yours was an
extreme case. You both have these enormous heads — big and square, like
giant blocks of cheese. Your necks got used to supporting all that weight. It
was hard finding a face transplant donor who matched.”
“So we’re ruined?”
Dr. Caromale shook her beautiful head. “I went with another solution. I
think it works; though it’s not what you were expecting.”
With that, Dr. Caromale began unwrapping Janice’s bandages. I stared
because whatever Dr. Caromale had done to my twin she’d also done to me,
but I soon found myself staring at nothing. Absolutely nothing. The
bandages removed, nothing remained of Janet except her eyes. They floated
in the air where the bandages had once been.
“Wow,” I gasped. “I never knew she had such beautiful eyes.”

Mycelia

By Rina Bruinsma
A small twig grew. It pushed against my skin and broke through to the
sun. It grew from the inside of me, to the outside of me. Found its way
through my shoulder and became a new limb.
I tried to break it off, but it was part of me and the pain was too much, so
it grew — a tiny, skeletal branch. I watched it grow until I did not recognise
myself. It and I had become something foreign, grey and layered. Periderm,
rhytidome. It broke through my shirt and continued to grow.
It nauseated me.
I could no longer be a part of this thing that was now a part of me.
So I left.
I took myself out of the container that was me, looked behind.
The body stood withered, but the branch still reached and grew.
I realised how wonderful it was to be free.

Pavor Nocturnus

By Kathryn Michael McMahon
I sit on chests night-dark or moon-pale. If they are gray, they are already
rotting. I sit on their chests and I squeeze them awake with my hips.
Sometimes I stick my fingers inside their brains, bend things, bite.
They hate me, but I am here to save them. He is coming to eat, but he
doesn’t take nibbles like I do.
Sometimes they cry when they fall asleep, praying for my sister with soft
hands and no teeth. Sometimes their bodies change, fit into mine. Sometimes
they open their eyes and stare, wild-up. They cannot move.
The children, I only whisper into.
I paste my face against their eyelids until they scream.
He is coming, but my wings beat faster than his bulky ones.

Mirror Noise

By Kathryn Michael McMahon
Inside her cave with lilac walls live a Wi-Fi connection, throw pillows,
and a full-length mirror.
Within the mirror thrive stretchmarks and all the children she never had.
Three. Two girls and a boy with the blackest eyes she’s never seen.
Into her cave stalks a hammer. The hammer likes hanging pictures . . .
and smashing things.
The hammer aches to smash the mirror, but cannot. Inside, pliers sigh
with relief.

Quick Stop at the People’s Hospital
By John Wolfe

The bus home from Pinggang had emergency windows, but they could
only be used as escape routes if you smashed the glass with the tiny
hammers hanging from the walls.
Personal space was scarce. I moved over for a terrified looking woman so
that she did not have to sit next to me, the ugly foreigner. The seat I moved
to smelled like human shit, but I’d been acclimating to the smells in urban
China, especially on such hot and wet days.
The child five rows ahead of me was in his mother’s arms. A Scotch tape
bandage was wrapped around his head, and his voice croaked. All I could
understand between his explosive coughs was, “I do not have I do not have I
do not have!” His mother stroked his back.
The pressure and thrum of the bus shook the windows. It sounded as if I
were standing beneath a helicopter. The child’s voice was distorted into a
sinister strolling drumbeat. I listened, and the woman I moved for peered at
me uneasily. She shifted her position and had her bag firmly clamped to her
chest. Sweat dampened the front of my shirt.
When I got home, we still weren’t talking. My chest ached and I poured
a drink and watched television.

A Guy Walks Into a Pub
By Steve Vermillion

A guy walks into a pub and orders a pint from the horse who is taking
the place of his friend the Barman, the Barman who is off celebrating the
Barman’s Holiday. The horse is a fool, and in this constrained, narrow space,
he is hobbled and he is more than awkward and self-conscious. His hooves
make him clumsy and unable to turn around, restricting him to walking
backward and forward, and his tail keeps getting in the way. Sadly, he can
only fart and make horse noises with his lips when customers speak of lost
love, missed opportunity, and sports. Worst of all though, he can’t stop
shitting on the floor. The drunks find him rude and oafish. They mistake him
for someone who doesn’t care, someone who isn’t hurt by their remarks.
Just over there, near the lady’s room sipping her ale, sits a slackbreasted, wrinkle-endowed Lady Godiva, her hair cropped boyishly short.
She is past her prime. Still, through the lingering smoke of her cigarette, she
smiles and demurely winks at the horse. She is here hoping for her big
comeback, foolishly praying to be rediscovered, a curtain call in this, her
post-equine dotage. She is old, useless, and ugly; the horse, near-sighted and
forgetful. He recalls nothing, no one, and the hula skirt the barman has
forced him to wear looks mawkish, clownish, stinking and itchy.
There is nothing more to it than that: A horse. A lady. Alone.
Still, if they could, they’d be young again, be somewhere else again.
They’d ride that ride over the cobblestones in celebration of the Trinity Great
Fair. The eager, cheering crowd; the shop keeps; the milliners; the street
sweepers; the gut wagon man; the surgeon; the cartographer; the children
with molasses faces; the perverts; the fops; the dandies; the bloodletter; the
macaronies; the fools and the Draymen; the Shire-reeve; the Ladies; the
Bishops; the scrivener; and the King’s guard . . . all of them, glaring in awe
once more. Just one more time. After all, it’s only metaphor. All symbolic. A
lesson for the learning. A Three-Penny Opera. A tale of parable proportion.

The Little Story of Our Kindness
By Aria Riding

All of us ladies gave birth to monsters at the same time, which was not
surprising since we were always getting our periods at the same time. Even
so, we all hid it from each other because we all thought it should be kept a
terrible secret, but you know, we can’t keep secrets. One day we all came
together for tea without our four-day old babies, which was a pretty
suspicious coincidence, and because we couldn’t keep our mouths shut, after
a few extremely unconvincing lies, our pitches rising, beads of perspiration
delicately trembling on the veins protruding from our anxious foreheads as
we tried to out-banshee each other in shrill, overly loud, defensive voices, the
jig was up. What a relief! There came a battery of hugging, nervous laughter,
and expansive gesturing as we all empathized with each other, although
each of us was secretly convinced that the calamity was probably the fault of
whichever one of us we were biding resentment towards that afternoon.
Even so, we worked through it and arranged a drowning party for everyone
except E., who we sensed was presently the weakest among us. She could
deal with her monstrous baby on her own. Three days later, an apparent
fellowship of mutual sympathies met at the river under the moonlight —
save one. In all and uncomfortable, we laughed over the cooing and gurgling
sounds, which, coming from the deformed mouths of our children, seemed
exaggerated and contorted. Not the sounds of human children, sounds that
we would stifle when our hands laid their irregular little bodies in the river
and submerged their enormous heads. We made sure to let each other see
tears through trembling prayers until the resistance ceased. Until the ripples
ceased. But M.’s swam away from her. Was seen arcing its briny back in the
silver shimmers of the moon. Then it was gone. We felt a little nervous, as if
we had ostracized the wrong person.

Writer in Residence
By Eldon (Craig) Reishus

The black foam of his aluminum briefcase houses darts and a Sergey
blowgun. Room for Rent, neatly folded, the sign in his coat pocket. He
suggests a marriage contract where he winds up with everything, and _ _ _ _ ,
as if she’s under hypnosis on the old Jack Paar show, stamps her right foot
twice, Yes. He loves lovely; he loves innocuous; he loves enrapturing lacy,
evolving presences like spinning dishes on bamboo poles. His feeling is that
a writer should be a woman of no words. Be read and not heard. In his
trombone case — alligator — he carries an orange scuba gun, blue plastic
fins, and a pair of screw-together three-prong harpoons. He suggests
Colombia for their honeymoon. Two stamps.
Later, pulled from the Orinoco, the harrowing screams coming from him
he recognizes as not coming from him at all.

The Almost-Werewolf
By Colin Rowe

Having passed out naked in the forest, Dave had set himself up for a
truly legendary prank. By covering him with blood and animal guts, I was
sure I could convince him he was a werewolf. It had been a full moon that
night, and Dave was prone to believing anything during his manic episodes.
Unfortunately, the ground was uncomfortable, or the sun rose too soon.
Catching the squirrel was noisy — perhaps that’s what woke him — but
whatever the cause, Dave was awake too early, and there I was standing
over him with a freshly-killed squirrel, looking like a fool.
“Fuck you, Dave,” I said.
I dropped the squirrel and walked home without explanation.

Checkup

By Anthony Cordello
She took one look and said it wasn’t a cavity but a ghost trapped inside
the tooth. She asked if I had fallen asleep with my mouth open near any
fresh graves within the past month. I admitted that I had passed out in
Hackensack Cemetery last Saturday and informed her that I had a copy of
the police report if she needed it, but she just shook her head, patted my arm,
explained that the extraction was very simple and painless except for the
quick shot of novocaine. I shrugged and enjoyed the ride as she lowered the
seat. Before recklessly plunging the needle into the roof of my mouth, she
listed everything bizarre she had ever found inside teeth: a diamond chain, a
beer tab, a fossil of a starfish, a green army man, a ceramic deer statue, a
money order for five hundred and seventy-five dollars, a carabiner, a pill
cutter. Before she hooked the suction wand to the side of my mouth, before
she took my tooth apart with sickle and chisel, I told her how, early last
Sunday morning, a deer had come out of the woods and ate away all the
flowers from the tombstone.

Buy Me a River
By Daniel Hickey

Sarah asked me to buy her a river.
“We can’t afford a river,” I said.
The following morning, at breakfast, she went on and on: “Buy me a
river, buy me a river, buy me a river.”
I tried ignoring her, but that didn’t work, so I told her, “I’m going to the
snooker club.”
I returned to find that Sarah had plastered the four walls and the ceiling
of the bedroom with pictures of rivers clipped from magazines.
“How do you buy a river? Is it possible? Do you need a permit? Sarah,
have you asked yourself these questions?”
“Just buy me a river,” she replied, and then she looked up at the ceiling.
“The Congo,” she said, “I want the Congo.”
“We live in a one-bedroom flat, honey.”
“I want the Congo.”
“You haven’t been happy, have you, this last while, I mean?”
She shook her head.
“Are you crying?”
She was crying.
I sighed.
So I called the Embassy. “I want to buy the Congo.”
“Country or river, sir?”
“The river.”
I was put on hold.
“I’m sorry but it’s been sold, sir.”
“Oh?”
“A Chinese man, sir.”
I broke the news to Sarah and suggested the Ganges, perhaps, instead.
“It’s not the Congo.”
“But it’s the Ganges. The Ganges!”
The Ganges arrived a month later. The deliverymen unpacked the muddy,
corpse-infested waters in our apartment block’s underground carpark.
Sarah ran downstairs. I followed. The waters rippled under the
fluorescent light.

“It’s beautiful,” Sarah said. I hadn’t seen her smile in a long, long time.
Squatting, she dipped her hands into the water. “See how it flows,” she
said. She looked up at me. “See?”

Banquet

By Daniel Finkel
That evening, Great-Uncle was outside, picking. Great-Aunt was in the
garden, cutting, and I was in the cellar, talking.
Great-Uncle picked a falling star. He opened his basket and dropped it
in, ripe as a celestial pomegranate, glowing like a spark of ice.
Great-Aunt carved a tree of glass, delineating every bright blossom and
exotic bird. She stroked the wind across its bounteous, starry fruits, etching
manifold mysteries into its smoking bark while tanning the flesh of the
greedy serpents that were its roots. Then she shattered it. After gathering up
the shards of flesh and smoke, she pieced them back together into burning
suns; blowing leaves; and wriggling, bark-clasped serpents. Then, she
shattered them again, built them again, broke them again . . . dropped them
in a boiling pot, and stirred.
I was downstairs, talking to the devil.
Great-Uncle came down from the hill. Came down from the hill with a
shining basket. Great-Uncle came down from the hill with a shining,
bounteous basket of stars.
Great-Aunt came in from the garden, fingers dripping with fleshy paints,
bearing a molten mirror of stars and serpents. They built a fire, set a table.
Four plates. Four knives. Four cups of jig-sawed dust, and I invited
Mephistopheles to dinner.
That night, we ate stars and drank glass. The devil said they were good,
and we believed him.

Collide

By Will Zentmyer
In the dark, I can imagine that the buses are angels, carrying people out
of these endless tenement planets of rotten wood and broken pipes that spew
out polluted effluvia. I can imagine seeing them go, the warmth that would
come over me if the muscles in my face could stretch into what they used to
call a smile, if my face could do anything but perform animal twitches and
spasms.
It’s eleven p.m., a singularity paired at the crossroads of fate, and I am
sentenced to die here.
As I stand on the slope above the city and try to find the stars beyond the
haze-enveloped sky, the bus that was supposed to take me home collides
with another and a tower of flame bursts out of the darkness. The sound is
the screaming of Hiroshima, passed into my consciousness through the
replaying of my father’s memory.
He is the bombadier in a floating fortress, the finger on the trigger of a
mechanized Valkyrie whose mission is to drop a little boy into the open
mouth of sleeping silence. I watch him laugh the delighted laugh of a child
when the plane bounces up after releasing its payload. He laughs and laughs
and laughs, having discovered with visceral surprise that, for one instant in
his life, he is weightless in a limitless blue aurora.
In this instant of slow collision, in twisting metal and shattered glass, in
spilled oil and blood and the random, spontaneous combustion of human
life, I find that violence is an old language, passed down to us in the words
of our fathers. As it is passed to me, it silences me. I want to become
lightning, to scorch the weeds, to raze the buildings in this valley of Gehanna
. . . to obliterate the wreckage, cancel out damage with damage and heal
destruction with violence. I want to wash it all away in flood, but I cannot.
Instead, I hold my tongue and watch everything burn, and in the
hollows of my self, where I might once have felt sorrow — that dried-up
reservoir where tears once stirred — an age-old chill takes up residence. I can
see my body, and I become aware of how shamefully thin I am, like a worm
burrowed deep in the roots of a tree. All the rewards of my carefully
accumulated time and energy seem like so much twisted scrap, formless and
without meaning.
I am let off the mooring ship of my thoughts and driven into a prison cell
built of impenetrable solitude. Somewhere above, through a narrow
aperture, the dark sky shines a scattered melody of stars. My eyes scan them

in desperation. I cannot read them, but I feel the somber tones of a requiem
descending into a place within me beyond even this darkness. My blood
vessels drain, and the hollows of my bones fill with icy water as my body
sinks into the broken concrete.

Elevation

By Patrick McManus
We are waiting for the Elevator.
It has been a while now.
I don’t remember what I wanted before I wanted the Elevator to arrive.
Is there anything that can make the Elevator come faster? Is there some
supplication I can make? Or a deed I might perform? Is there any power
above the Elevator to which it answers? I only know that I am far beneath the
Elevator. Unless it is coming from the floors below. In that case, I am above
the Elevator but only because that is the way the Elevator wants it.
There are stairs. When we first arrived, we flirted with the idea of taking
the stairs. “Should we brave an adventure on the stairs?” we asked each
other when we were young, but we decided to put our faith in the Elevator,
which would do the work for us and now it’s too late to change course. It has
been too long now to admit that maybe we should have taken the stairs.
Others arrive, and it looks like they are also waiting for the Elevator. Do
they think that they can just show up at the last minute and get in the same
Elevator as us? We were here at the beginning, and I have been subtly
courting the Elevator, willing it to grace this floor.
What have they done to receive the favor of the Elevator? Nothing. They
are talking and laughing. It’s so inappropriate. This Elevator bank is a sacred
place. It demands somber reflection.
“What should we do?” I whisper to my companion.
“What? Why are you whispering?”
“About them,” I whisper lower and point my head in the direction of the
others.
“Uh … nothing,” she says.
So we go back to waiting for the Elevator. After some time — a kind of
lifetime — it arrives. I get in first. Then she gets in and then they do because
there wouldn’t have been enough time to hit the door close button, I had
already decided.
The whole ride I am filled with excitement. The thing I wanted to
happen happened. We get to the top and the doors open.
Later on, I will see the Elevator again.

From an Inner Chapter
By Robert Laughlin

C.T. wanted to swim in the hotel pool, but the gate was locked. He rang
and rang for the manager. Nobody came. Deciding this was a bad dream, he
willed himself to wake and woke in a poolside chair, so he dove in, feeling
the water surge over his multicolored wings.

Laugh

By Martin Keaveney
Laugh his smile, his body shape standing proud. But no more. Gently,
gently I allow him away, fluttering in the breeze, will be, will flakes of
something, it is a joke, it is all serious, no one could keep it straight with this
for the love of God if that be your taste, for the love of something. To be the
one with this burden, light as a cliché, sad old world, sad old place, a joke, a
funny sad story, a story nonetheless this needs must, has to be gotten
through, never around, a queer therapy really. And far lost and gone we try
again in this old circle, that old chestnut, scoop it out and blend it and push it
back in again like some kind of comedy. Let me be free beyond the trees, the
hills, the flowers, the grasses, the insects, the birds, the lakes, the roads, the
paint on the buildings, the implements within the buildings, they offer me a
funny kind of freedom, a far loss and gone and it is all too much.

To All the Liminal
By Jen Corrigan

The doorbell rings.
It’s not for me.
It’s the twitchy kid from down the street, his face blanketed with
throbbing pimples and freckles like sparks from a campfire. He’s asking if
my little brother can come out and play: ride bikes, hunt for frogs, fight with
swords cut from splintered lumber. The kid gives me an eerie feeling, like a
bowling ball rolling over and over again inside my stomach when I see him
through the streaked window, skulking up the driveway, a brittle scarecrow.
I imagine him lighting fires, torturing small animals, throwing rocks at
younger kids. One day we’ll read in the paper that he went ‘round the bend
and sliced up a bunch of people in his basement, and I can be the one who
says, “I knew it all along! I knew it!”
The doorbell rings.
It’s not for me.
It’s the nice elderly neighbor with the fancy yard, come to give us thick,
green sleeves of lettuce, blushing tomatoes, and dimpled ears of corn, fit to
burst. He and his wife do little more than work in their garden, turning the
dirt over in their hands, tearing weeds from the ground and digging out little
sticker bushes with rusty trowels. They used to have a dog, a sleek, shiny
golden retriever named Molly. I haven’t seen their dog in a long time. I
wonder what happened to it.
It’s not for me.
It’s the fat neighbor lady from a block over, dropping in for a cup of
bitter coffee because she can’t stand to go home to her bitter marriage. Her
mouth never stops moving, up down up down, as she churns out words, her
jowls trembling. She talks about her husband, corpselike in his recliner. She
talks about her kids and how they never talk to her. (She had to find out
about Maddy’s eating disorder from the school guidance counselor, for
God’s sake.) She talks about what that Mrs. Hansen a couple doors over said
to her at the PTA potluck last week. The nerve. She talks and talks and talks
so she won’t have to listen to the silence.
Or maybe it’s the religious nuts who come to bother us every other
Saturday, consecrated clockwork. Such diligent apostles, they always come
bearing pamphlets and brochures, their arms filled with the Word of God.
They like to ask in milk-and-honey voices if they can come in and read us a
few selections from the Bible. This time, I see them out the window before

they get to the door, walking slowly and deliberately up the driveway in
their conservative lavender skirts and ivory shoes. I turn off the lights and
hide. We’re not home, we’ve never been home, we’ll never be home, so
don’t come back.

Homo naledi
By P.J. Wren

Our hunting party had been following the herd through the grasslands
since the start of the dry season. We had walked for days without water. We
crested each hill with the hope of a wet valley below. At last, Esa spotted a
patch of green grass among a stand of odd dead trees. Green meant water,
real water, not just another shimmering mirage.
We rushed to the valley, pushing each other, not noticing the sinkhole
until someone nearly fell in. Our thirst drove us further down the slope to
the shallow pool where we dropped on our grateful knees to drink.
After we refilled our gourds, Esa noticed movement in the trees. His eyes
scanned the highest branches, and I matched his gaze.
“Apes?” I asked. “Here?”
Esa frowned. “Not apes, but ... We’ll stay tonight.”
That night, as we rested under the stars, Esa remembered that his
grandfather had taken him as a boy to a cave. In the flickering light, Esa had
watched his grandfather draw pictures of odd ancient trees. In the trees he’d
drawn creatures like us, but smaller. Like apes, but upright with long curved
fingers gripping the highest branches, but also reaching upwards, as if to
pluck the stars from the sky.
Esa’s grandfather called them the Old Ones.
The next morning, within hours of waking, we had had captured all the
Old Ones as they came out of the trees to drink. There were fifteen of them,
weak with hunger, many too old or too young to walk far. We could have
left them to the vultures, but Esa said no.
Esa thought of the sinkhole. One of our boys shimmied down and found
a dry cavern below.
With the gentlest touch from our spears, we killed them.
We carried their bodies to the sinkhole, not on our backs as one would
carry an animal but cradled in our arms, to drop them in, according to our
most sacred rite.

Seduction or Something Else
By Vincent Barry

I tell myself stories. Today on the subway I told myself such a curious
story that I missed my regular stop. My story was about, well, there was a
girl in my story . . . and a bandleader with grey, sardonic eyes. The puckermouthed girl had pale, flaxen hair and thin, sensitive lips. In my story the
bandleader was cleaning a room — a rumpus room or, perhaps, a bathroom,
I couldn’t decide. Sweeping and mopping, mopping and sweeping, that’s
what the bandleader did in the room in my story. The room was full of party
paraphernalia, and the girl stood behind a glass door, showering. The
bandleader didn’t notice. Later in my story the girl and the bandleader stood
on a road, a distance of, say, twenty feet separating them. A suggestion of a
smile played about the corners of the girl’s mouth, but not the bandleader’s.
After a while, the girl sashayed down the road, turning now and again to
cast sheep-eyes at the bandleader. The bandleader stood quiet and still. Then
the girl turned full around, as if to address the bandleader. Suddenly, a cat
came out of nowhere and darted about her feet, nearly knocking her down,
and making me miss my stop. The girl shooed the cat away. “She did the
same thing the last time I was here,” the girl said, of the cat, but she could
have meant the bandleader, from whom no word came. The girl drifted off
and faded away like a midnight mum behind a picket fence at the end of the
road. From out of a yellow fog, the cat slunk toward the bandleader, growing
with each silent step until it morphed into a tiger — an immature tiger, to be
sure, but a tiger nonetheless.
I may call my story Seduction . . . or something else. I haven’t decided.

Recapitulation
By James Guthrie

It was harder to ignore, once it started bleeding.
He’d been prodding at it for a month, kneading it, worrying it. It was
some sort of cartilage, he told himself, some kind of like spinal nub. A prototail, perhaps. It was freakish, sure, but it wasn’t fatal.
Then the little hole opened up.
He tried his damndest to see in the mirror what was going on back there,
but no matter how he twisted his body around, he could only see the smear
not the source.
Don’t panic, he told himself as he washed the blood from his hands. It
certainly wasn’t normal, not by a long shot, but if you pressed on anything
long enough, it was bound to start bleeding. He’d just leave it be, for a bit,
try to sit over to one side. The bleeding would stop.
An hour later, he dabbed at it again. It had slowed, but it was still
spotting. A half hour after that, he dabbed again. Five minutes after that, he
dabbed again. He went through a box of tissues, dabbing at it. His waste
basket was overflowing with wads of pink dotted Kleenex.
He considered the responsible thing, briefly. He considered going to the
doctor in the morning. There was a walk-in clinic a couple of blocks away.
He could hobble over there, fill out a form, sit down, gingerly. But he
couldn’t imagine actually speaking of the problem, let alone dropping trou
and letting them prod at it. He could, however, imagine the diagnosis. He’d
seen it in movies: the doctor’s voice would become very distant after
delivering such news. War movies used the same effect, when a grenade
went off nearby.
He considered Googling his affliction instead, but whenever you Google
something, it always says cancer. He was pretty sure Googling his symptoms
would bring up nothing but cancer, and he couldn’t face that right now.
Seeing that word would only make it worse, and he knew the sorts of things
he would start to think about if things got any worse.
He went to the cabinet and found his medication. Then he called his
girlfriend and asked her to come over. He tried to sound like nothing was
wrong, but she heard a catch in his voice, a quaver in a diphthong, and when
she questioned him, he broke down.
When he hung up, he felt better. He took two pills instead of one. Then
he lay down on his side, and waited for her knock.

Underwater
By Mikhail Revlock

Her dad looked like a soggy hat.
It was raining outside, she was standing at the door, and the hat was
going into the water. She was wearing pajamas, but she looked like a plaid
jumper. Her dad glanced back at her as he went into the water, and the hat in
the rain made him look like a waterfall.
The old people across the street were sitting on their porch. They looked
like knitting needles and finance sections. They watched the water and the
soggy hat. They passed judgments. They saw it coming, him going. They
heard his car screech into the driveway at night, saw his face in the morning
when he looked like a sick liver.
Her mom came up from behind, put a hand on her shoulder. Mom
looked like a pickle jar, and she squeezed so hard it hurt. She closed the door
to the hat as he went deeper into the water, then she broke free of the pickle
jar’s grip and went to watch the hat through the living room window. The
pickle jar followed her to the window. She ran a wet hand through her hair,
and the hat kept shrinking until it disappeared.
The knitting needles took the sweater inside. The finance sections rustled
in the wind. The plaid jumper remained by the window, seaweed still
tangled in her hair.
Later, the pickle jar unscrewed her lid.

The Face in the Tree
By Helen Ganiy
I finger the thin meal of his presence, which holds the weight and
influence of a key tied flintily to the rafters. Even now, his dusky footprints
leave a hue, a drag of smoke, as though the physical atmosphere of his
wounds is still pungating here. Late robins crack apart the window frame
and he yellow-eyes the tallgrass, the shapeless autos. Each of the robins has a
seed in its mouth, which they knock on the powdery sidings where he
stands, reaching marrow-dark arms deep inside a coat that swings, web-like,
with a kick of the heel or a turn of the torso. Now a woman passes through
the field. She holds her shoulders in two reedy hands, flip-booking through
the chancy grass that is high, low, the weed sap wetting her ankles. I am
standing, always, in the darker corner of the barrel room, back from the deep
reaching sun bars that come down hard on a rat scat and cinder floor. I reach
for the things in my pocket and there is an emptiness that is not real, a
sensation of having plunged my hand beneath a cold seabed. The woman
splits down to a blot of color, then a beat of movement, then nothing. The
field stands empty.
His chin is down against his chest now and I think there is more here
than the feeling of he and I having missed something. The rocks I throw and
the flowers I squelch all rush over my fingers and it is, as always, the sand at
the bottom of the sea, the feather at the bottom of the pond, a coldness that
seeps and is wet. There is little left for me to touch, yet I find the rusty blade
and I see him, by the window, flinching. This is something he knows, he
remembers. He searches the field for another passerby, but a diffused sun is
sinking, a breathy gray settles, and the barrel room is dark. A thread runs
between us and we do not need fire or food or a hand, and so, we observe
the astronomical passage of time at separate ends of an enormous room. Yet
he is throbbing while I disintegrate. His spirit undulates as mine recedes. His
purples and cedars are sediment that coats the hand and chokes the air. This
room is his, and I stay.
Yet our sigh is collective, a shaking of wings and cracking of beams, a
bark, a shuffle. Sidling up against the domed waking world, we are the
curiosity in a bird’s eye, the face in the tree. We are a mere warble beneath
the mild roll of petals through the field.

The Collected Teachings of Ag Nom, Nong
By Daniel Ableev

John was an avid reader of books that were inspired or authored by the
so-called Ö factor. He met his first Ö book during his VBR years in
Eitelkeitstabellen (under Frunkfart) and fell in love with its utter lack of
properties. All of the Ö books he had encountered so far featured nothing at
all. But there were rumours about a unique book, which had exactly 1
distinct property: its title My Remote-controlled Blue Banjo. The content of this
book, however, was non-definable. There was no content, or at least nothing
to write hÖme about. Moreover, the book did not have any length or width;
neither did it outweigh Proust’s Recer nor Schmidt’s Zem.
###
There is a darker, more bizarre side to tomorrow, which we call
yesterday. We even had to buy us into slavery once.
###
A bicycle bum (Hobo bicircularis) mated once with the cemetery workers,
whose moronic views were highly contagious, and published a Giant
WEWWEJ from the year 1952, i. e. a huge pool of shush. Claude’s false clone,
on the other hand, was a form so seldom that there is no mention of it in the
Russian Dwarf’s Journeaux, a periodical about rat devouring or swallow
threatening.
###
We’ve been trying to have a book about an anatomical peculiarity (Ö) for
quite some time now, but the doctor said that I can’t get pregnant.
Personally, I was pretty sure that he said that I can’t get enough, which is a
somewhat rude thing to say. Anyway, this book (Ö) is about a boy, a girl
(friend of boy), a father (father of boy), a spirit (spirit of boy), a mind (mind
of boy), a ghost (ghost of boy), a geist (geist of boy), a phantom (phantom of
boy), a doctor (doctor of boy), an old lady (an elderly woman of boy), and
about Ö (Ö).

Skeletons
By Kit Maude

X. announces that this year he will be giving everyone animal skeletons
for Christmas. Mother X. will receive the skeleton of an expired Toucan, beak
included. Father X. will get the skull and tusks of a sturdy walrus. Brother X.
will have the inner frame of a sprightly macaque, while Sister X. will be able
to observe the graceful workings of a barn owl, wings outstretched as though
in flight. X. is very pleased with his choices, which involved much careful
research, for animals symbolize many things and he thinks that he has
successfully avoided any unwanted connotations while also finding a set of
neat, sculptural gifts. Y., however, looks horrified at the announcement and
urges him to rethink his medium. X. sighs and shakes his head. Once more
he seems to have overlooked something crucial.

Spell of the Game
By Zoltán Komor

I witnessed a pervert insulting a young girl on the bus. Opening his long,
black trench coat, he showed the girl the puzzle box between his hairy legs.
“Solve it, you little bitch!” he hissed at her. The girl took it as a challenge
and began to turn the sides of the magic cube. As the colors shifted, the guy
moaned in pleasure. After a few minutes, he climaxed and then tried to
button up his coat, but the girl was so lost in the game, she smacked the
pervert on his hand and tore open his coat again. The other travelers got
closer, giving advice to the girl on how to solve the puzzle. Then they joined
in the game; taking turns, they each turned a side. As more and more hands
began to touch him, the pervert started to look like he felt quite awkward.
He told the travelers that he wanted to get off at the next stop, but no one
was paying attention to him. As he tried to break through the passengers,
they grabbed and threw him to the ground. A few people held down his
arms and legs, and the game continued.
“God damn it, I almost got it!” yelled a middle-aged woman as she
ripped the toy out from between the guy’s legs in anger.
After that, the puzzle box traveled from hand to hand. The rule was that
everyone could turn the sides five times, and then he or she must pass it to
another gamer. The bus driver almost solved it, but then a dumb teenage boy
messed up all the colors. Later, the young girl even handed the toy to the
pervert, hoping maybe he’d know how to finish the game, but he didn’t take
it. He just lay there, bleeding, begging for an ambulance. He was wailing so
much we couldn’t concentrate, so we threw him out at the next stop. Then
we went back to the game.

Barbie Behind Bars
By Allen Lang

The Corrections Officer unlocked the prisoner’s waist chain, handcuffs,
and leg irons. “I always say, ‘if you can’t do the correction, don’t do the
transgression’” He handed the prisoner a box then slammed the steel door
on a cell that was as wide as the prisoner was tall, half again as long. It had a
steel toilet and sink. The bunk was a concrete shelf. “Santa dropped one of
these over the wall for each of you guys. ‘Solicitude for the Solitary’ the note
said.”
The prisoner sat on the shelf and popped opened the top off the box. The
doll looked up from the packing paper with those blue eyes. “Hi there!” it
said, “This is so exciting! What’s your name?”
“Four Two Seven Eight Nine Six,” the prisoner said as he lifted her out of
the box.
“That’s a pretty name. My name is Barbara Millicent Roberts. Do you
come here often?”
“Every time there’s a failure to communicate.”
“I just know we’re going to be great friends,” the doll said. “What would
you like to talk about, Four Two Seven?”
“How about the inadequacy of the American criminal justice system
with regard to fiscal irregularities in the international bond trade?”
The doll giggled. “Sounds fun. Tell me all about it, Four Two Seven.”
“Let’s us get settled in first, and then we’ll have a good long talk. Just
you and me, Barbara Millicent Roberts.”

Avenue

By Ray Scanlon
The city concrete curates an unremitting din:
Traffic,
Helicopters,
Horns,
Sirens,
Waspish Mopeds,
Perpetual Overload,
NO ESCAPE.
At the plaza, I strain yet fail to hear a sibilant bicycle tire and the clicks of
the ratcheting freewheel—drowned out. On the other hand, the canyons
channel a changing wind. I absorb olfactory calories from pizza, tandoori,
and Zagat-rated Thai one minute, ocean salt and low tide the next.

Unquiet Moonlight
By Matt Thompson

A cactus had begun to push its way through the floorboards in my
kitchen. I let it. It’s not my business to play God, to anoint myself the master
of life and death. Even after I stepped on the thing and one of its spines
punctured a medium-sized hole into the sole of my foot, I stuck to my guns,
figuring that the accident had been my fault anyway. Should have looked
where I was going, eh?
The wound began to fester. Before long, a bulbous, pustulent growth
appeared midway between my arches and my toes that wept tangerineyellow liquid onto my bedsheets at night. It hurt like a bastard, but somehow
it would have seemed like a betrayal of my principles to seek treatment.
So I did my best to ignore it.
The cactus, meanwhile, grew so fast you could almost see it move. By the
time it had become almost impossible for me to walk properly, it had
managed to worm its way right through the floor, splintering the wooden
slats as if they weren’t even there. I was forced to edge my way around it to
get to the cooker. Soon I didn’t bother anymore and just ate cold baked beans
straight from the tin. It didn’t seem to affect my pustule’s growth one way or
the other, and the stodgy feel of the beans in my throat soothed the pain in
my legs somewhat.
By then, the first spikes were protruding from my sole, more of them
visible every time I remembered to look. Walking was out of the question, so
I just sat in my chair all day, crawling out to the porch once a week to pick
up the package left by the supermarket delivery guys. God knows what they
thought as the cactus had worked its way through a few of the kitchen
windows and had started to head streetwards, attracting bats on a nightly
basis for, I supposed, the purposes of pollination.
Nowadays my feet and legs are more spine than skin. It’s not a problem.
I don’t need to drink fluids any more, for one thing. I just take in moisture
from the air and sit in my chair, dreaming of the prairie wind whistling
through my arms as I suck in the light from the moon.
From my chair by the window I can see some of the other houses on my
street. They all seem to have cacti poking out of their windows now, too.
There’s only so much moonlight, and I’m not inclined to share it around if I
can possibly help it. They can find their own sustenance, as far as I’m
concerned.
‘Night.

Festivity

By Veronica McDonald
Mama said not to bite the ornament, but I bit it anyway. I liked the way it
flashed under the warm white lights like a sparkling, red jewel. I didn’t want
to eat it, or even taste it. I only wanted the beauty of it inside me, where no
one could get at it. It crunched under my teeth, shattering into a million
glittering jewels, falling down my chin with splatters of drool and droplets of
mouth-blood. I tried to spit it out, but it was too late; it was in between my
teeth, carved into my gums, glitter spread all along my tongue. Shards of red
and silver covered the fibers of my sweater, weaving themselves into the
wool. Shining glass stuck into the skin of my cheeks and chin. I tried to get
Mama’s attention as she fussed with the tinsel, but my speech was lost in a
cloud of red sparkles bursting out of my mouth and floating around me. I
got lost in the halo of my words, touchable, and full of Christmas, until Pop
walked in and handed me a gold ornament without looking my way and
told me to “Keep it out yer mouth,” as he walked over to fuss at the tinsel
with Mama. I watched the gold glisten under those white lights and didn’t
want to taste it, but felt the shards explode around me and in me, my body
pulsing and shredding with beauty.
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as a clinical psychologist in a state hospital, is available for Kindle and Nook,
or as a print edition. He lives in Denver.
Ashton Russell lives in Birmingham, Alabama.
Susan Dickerson is a new writer who recently earned an MFA from The
University of Tampa. She has been previously in Drafthorse.
Angel Dionne is a PhD candidate, writer, and literary theorist. Her areas of
interest include surrealism and existentialism. In her spare time, she has a
penchant for travel, parrots, and steaming cups of tea.
Mona Dash lives in London. She writes short stories and poetry, and her
work has been published in a variety of magazines internationally such as
Kavya Bharati, Muse India, The Lake, Poetry 24, and 3 Elements, to name a
few. Her work has also been anthologised in Suvarnarekha , Dance of the
Peacock from India, Foreign Flavours, Foreign Encounters. She is currently
working towards a M. A. in creative writing in the London Metropolitan
University. Dawn-drops, her first collection of poetry, was published by
Writer’s Workshop, India. Visit her at www.monadash.net
Pamela Hill attended private college in Northeast Florida where she
graduated summa cum laude. She currently lives in Florida where two
statuesque beauties in the form of highly intelligent felines illuminate humor
with sudden ninja attacks on her computer mouse while she works on her
first novel. Pamela’s poetry and prose can be found in or is forthcoming in
Ping Pong, Thrush Poetry Journal, Copperfield Review, Apeiron Review,
Write Place at the Write Time, Hermeneutic Chaos Literary Journal, and
other journals.
Luke Frayling is a twenty-two year old tech support rep in the English
county of Kent: The Garden Of England. He wants to one day take his passion
for writing to another level.
James Claffey hails from County Westmeath, Ireland, and lives on an
avocado ranch in Carpinteria, CA. He is fiction editor at Literary Orphans,
and the author of the short fiction collection Blood a Cold Blue.

Andy Tu does not like revealing information in author bios but is extremely
flattered you are interested in him, in some way.
Robin Wyatt Dunn was born in Wyoming during the Carter Administration.
He lives in Los Angeles. He is a member of the intelligentsia. He holds three
degrees, drinks coffee (lattes included), and thinks that being intelligent is a
good thing and talking about ideas worthwhile. He is the kind of pinko
egghead Joseph McCarthy wanted to flay alive and burn at the stake on the
White House lawn. He knows that the McCarthys and the Pol Pots and the
George W. Bushes of the world are always and forever eager and ready to
slit his throat and dump him in a mass grave. This is why he has a wicked
sense of humor.
Maureen Kingston is an assistant editor at The Centrifugal Eye. Her poems
and prose have appeared or are forthcoming in B O D Y, Gravel, IthacaLit, So
to Speak, Stoneboat, Stone Highway Review, Terrain.org, and Verse
Wisconsin. A few of her prose pieces have also been nominated for Best of
the Net and Pushcart awards.
Todd Mercer won the first Woodstock Writers Festival’s Flash Fiction
contest. His chapbook, Box of Echoes, won the Michigan Writers Cooperative
Press contest and his digital chapbook, Life-wish Maintenance, was
published by Right Hand Pointing in 2015. Mercer’s poetry and fiction
appear in journals such as Apocrypha & Abstractions, The Camel Saloon,
Camroc Press Review, Cheap Pop, Eunoia Review, The Lake, The
Legendary, Midwestern Gothic and theNewer York.
David S. Atkinson is the author of Bones Buried in the Dirt (2014 Next
Generation Indie Book Awards finalist, First Novel <80k) and The Garden of
Good And Evil Pancakes (EAB Publishing, Spring 2014). His writing appears in
Bartleby Snopes, Grey Sparrow Journal, Interrobang?! Magazine, Atticus
Review, and others. His writing website is davidsatkinsonwriting.com and
he spends his non-literary time working as a patent attorney in Denver.
John Gabriel Adkins is a writer of fiction and essays. His work has
appeared in The Escapist and Gone Lawn, and he is a member of the artist
collective Still Eating Oranges.
Michelle Wong is a graduate of the University of Edinburgh and of City
University Hong Kong and is Hong Kong born and bred, apart from five

years in windy but lovely Scotland. She has previously worked as a teacher,
as a copywriter, and as a reporter. Her favourite form is the short story, with
a side interest in flash fiction. Besides writing, she enjoys drawing comics,
exploring the intricacies of neuroscience, and attempting to cook without the
kitchen catching fire.
Tim Kahl is the author of Possessing Yourself (CW Books 2009) and The
Century of Travel (CW Books, 2012). His work has been published in Prairie
Schooner, Indiana Review, Ninth Letter, Notre Dame Review, and many
other journals in the U.S. He appears as Victor Schnickelfritz at the poetry
and poetics blog The Great American Pinup and the poetry video blog
Linebreak Studios. He is also editor at Bald Trickster Press and Clade Song.
He is the vice president and events coordinator of The Sacramento Poetry
Center. http://www.timkahl.com
When Aimee Terravechia isn’t writing, she’s either teaching, or wrangling
her toddler. Her experiences as woman and mother influence much of her
writing. Her first novel, Sickening, is a speculative piece currently in the
editing stages. She resides in New Hampshire with her husband, daughter,
and two cats. www.aimeeterra.com
Nicholas Olson is a fiction/screen writer with a BA in Cinema Art+Science
from Columbia College Chicago. A triple finalist in the 2013 Written Image
Screenwriting Competition, he currently resides in the Chicagoland area
where he’s crafting his first novel. His work can be seen in The Open End.
He can be stalked at http://nicksfics.com
Shinjini Bhattacharjee is a writer and the Editor-in-Chief of Hermeneutic
Chaos Literary Journal. A Pushcart Prize nominee, her works have been
published, or are forthcoming in Journal of Compressed Creative Arts, Gone
Lawn, Crack the Spine, elimae, Metazen, Red Paint Hills Poetry, Literary
Orphans and elsewhere.
Sagnik Datta has a degree in Engineering Physics, but he is not sure where
he has kept it. His works have appeared (or are forthcoming) in: Eunoia
Review, eFiction India, After The Pause, and Right Hand Pointing.
Andrew Mondry is an MFA Student at Western New England University in
Springfield, Massachusetts.

Alisia Faust is primarily a flash fiction writer, mostly because it caters to her
ever-shortening attention span. More of her work can be found at
http://eurasianflavour.wordpress.com
Ray Scanlon. Massachusetts boy. Has grandchildren. Extraordinarily lucky.
Recovering assembly language programmer. Not averse to litotes. No MFA.
No novel. No extrovert. http://read.oldmanscanlon.com
Marc Nash has published four novels and four collections of flash fiction. He
has also worked with artists and designers to turn his work into uniquely
digital forms of literature. He lives and works in London. Visit him at the
Sulci Collective.
Clare Sabry studies creative writing at Ruth Asawa San Francisco School of
the Arts. Her story Desert Stones was the 2014 recipient of the SFUSD Arts
Festival 1st Place award. She loves writing fiction, playing bass guitar, and
trying to tame her cloud of hair.
L. Soviero lives and works in Melbourne where she still wakes up with
nightmares about all the unsolved mysteries.
E.N. Loizis is a 32-year-old Greek writer who lives in Germany. She writes
flash fiction, short stories, and poems while trying to conquer the ultimate
beast: her first novel. She blogs at http://enloizis.wordpress.com
Lana Bella has poetry and fiction anthologized, published, and forthcoming
in Aurorean Poetry, Eunoia Review, Mothers Always Write, New Plains
Review, The Criterion Journal, Featured Artist with Quail Bell Magazine,
and many others. She lives in the U.S. and the coastal town of Nha Trang,
Vietnam, where she is the wife of a novelist and the mother of two
frolicsome imps.
Dan Plate grew up in Nigeria among the beetles and beetle-like creatures he
writes about. He now lives with his wife and kids in Illinois, near the
Mississippi, and teaches writing and philosophy.
Andrew Fowkes lives in London but grew up on the north-west coast of
England. His writing has been published in New Realm, D+Pad Magazine
and Litro Online.

James Coffey lives with his wife in Warwickshire, England. He looks after a
big garden and tries to write small fiction. He has been published in
Dogzplot, Molotov Cocktail, Ink, Sweat & Tears and Linnet’s Wings.
Cindy Tomamichel has worked around Australia as a mine geologist and an
environmental scientist. She has had several short stories and poems
published and also wrote a cooking column for a newspaper. Wins include a
fractured fairy tale competition for Adelaide Chapter and Verse, soon to be
published in a collection and a stage presentation with Madwomen
Monologues. She has three finished action packed novels looking for a
publisher, as well as a collection of short relaxation monologues. She writes
the garden blog The Potting Bench at www.apswilsonparkberwick.org.au
Fred D. White’s fiction has appeared most recently in The Brooklyner,
Burningword, Mad Hat Lit, Atticus Review, and is forthcoming in Rathalla
Review. He lives near Sacramento, CA.
Stephen V. Ramey lives in beautiful New Castle, Pennsylvania. His work
has appeared in many places, and he has edited three volumes of the
respected Triangulation anthology from Parsec Ink. His first collection of
(very) short fictions, Glass Animals (Pure Slush Books) is available wherever
fine books are e-sold. Find him at http://www.stephenvramey.com
Andrew J. Hogan received his doctorate in development studies from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Before retirement, he was a faculty
member at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, the University
of Michigan, and Michigan State University, where he taught medical ethics,
health policy, and the social organization of medicine in the College of
Human Medicine. Along with more than five-dozen professional articles, Dr.
Hogan has published works of fiction in the OASIS Journal (1st Prize, Fiction
2014), Hobo Pancakes, Subtopian Magazine, Twisted Dreams, and Thick
Jam, among many others.
S.J. Esterhazy lives in the Florida panhandle. He presumes his distant
ancestors to be Magyar princes.
Audrey Knight is a writer and illustrator living in Los Angeles. Originally
from Texas, she draws inspiration from parched memories of a childhood
spent running barefoot in 100 degree summers. More of her work can be
found at www.audreyknight.com

Ray Nessly hails from Seattle and lives near San Diego with his wife and
their two cats. He is wrapping up a novel, If A Machine Lands In The Forest.
He hopes it precedes, in publication, that of his obituary. His stories have
been published in Literary Orphans, Boston Literary Magazine, MadHat Lit,
Apocrypha & Abstractions, Yellow Mama, Do Some Damage, and other
places of note.
Leah Mueller has been writing for as long as she can remember. From 19962001, she was co-host of the popular open mike Put Your Money Where Your
Mouth Is in Tacoma, Washington. She has appeared at countless open mikes
and featured reader gigs, and was the poetry slam winner at the
International Women’s Day event in Portland, Oregon, in 2004. Her
chapbook, Queen of Dorksville was published by Crisis Chronicles Press in
October, 2012. Her work has appeared recently, or is scheduled to be
published soon in Bop Dead City, Writing Raw, Quail Bell, Talking Soup,
and the Rain, Party, and Disaster Society. She lives in the rain-drenched
forests of western Washington with her husband and daughter.
Jillian Rochelle Etheridge received her BFA in performing arts from the
University of Southern Mississippi. She is currently in the Creative Writing
Program at the University of Southern Mississippi, where she is the PR
representative for their in-house online journal Product.
Zain Saeed is currently studying linguistics in Freiburg, Germany. He has
been published in the Freiburg Review and has work forthcoming in Eunoia
Review, Down in the Dirt, and Beyond Imagination. He was born and raised
in Pakistan.
Daniel DiFranco lives in Philadelphia. He graduated from Arcadia
University with an MFA in Creative Writing. His words can be found in
Philadelphia Stories, Crack The Spine, The Molotov Cocktail, Wyvern Lit,
and Helen. Wanderlust bit him at an early age, and he learned the hard way
that there is no peanut butter in Europe. He can be found at
danieldifranco.net and @danieldifranco
Rebecca Harrison is an aspiring author who hunts bluebells and can be
summoned by a cake signal in the sky. Her stories have been published or
are forthcoming in Hermeneutic Chaos, Pigeonholes Magazine, Maudlin
House, 99 Pine Street, Rose Red Review, Axolotl Magazine, Wild: A
Quarterly, Quail Bell Magazine, The Story Shack, and The Teacup Trail.

Christopher Gannon lives in a black box as punishment for something he
didn’t do. When they are in the mood (which is never frequent) he is allowed
to come out. During those rare opportunities, he can be found sitting in a
bathtub writing stories. He hides them in strange places so that they never
know. http://cdgannon.wordpress.com
Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois has had over eight-hundred of his poems
and fictions appear in literary magazines in the U.S. and abroad. He has been
nominated for the Pushcart Prize for work published in 2012, 2013, and 2014.
His novel, Two-Headed Dog, based on his work as a clinical psychologist in a
state hospital, is available for Kindle and Nook, or as a print edition. He lives
in Denver.
Everett Warner is currently a student at Berry College where he studies
creative writing.
Robin White is a twenty-six year old writer and teacher from the United
Kingdom. He’s been previously been published in Dogzplot, Pidgeonholes,
and in Eunoia Review.
Sarah Glady writes, teaches, hikes, and lives in Phoenix, Arizona. She holds
an MA in literature from Arizona State University. Her recent work can be
found in McSweeney’s, PANK, and Cartridge Lit.
Geoffrey Miller’s most recent fiction can be found in Crack The Spine,
Revolver, Ginosko Literary Journal, Pank, and The Journal of Micro
Literature. Visually check out Paper Tape Magazine and Weave Magazine or
see ‘Paris’ on the June 2014 cover of Spittoon.
Mark Crimmins’ fiction has been nominated for a 2015 Pushcart Prize, a
2015 Best of the Net Award, and a 2015 Silver Pen Association Write Well
Award. His flash fictions have been published in Happy, theneweryork,
White Rabbit, Flash Frontier, Columbia online, Tampa Review Online, Pif,
Portland Review, Eunoia Review, Gravel, and Kyoto Journal. He has been
teaching experimental fiction at the University of Toronto since 1999. He can
be followed at http://www.markcrimmins.com
Adam Weber is a human being, quite like others, except not as happy. He
spends his days in Olympia, Washington glowering at rainbows and
discussing the heat death of the universe with his pet cats. His favorite

author is Kurt Vonnegut; his second is Daniil Kharms. After completing his
AA and Bachelor’s degrees, he wants to leave for the University of Oslo,
where he will likely study some sort of psychological science.
Andrew Rhodes is a fiction writer from Mississippi. His stories have
appeared, or are forthcoming, in publications such as Gravel, upstreet, The
Laurel Review, Star 82 Review, Crack the Spine, Punchnel’s, New World
Writing, and Crime Factory.
Philip Kuan has been previously published in CC&D Magazine, Nerve
Cowboy, and Garden Gnome Publications.
Phil Self lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, and considers the weather to be not
so bad as people say. This is his first bit of short fiction.
Philip Kobylarz’ recent work appears or will appear in Connecticut Review,
Basalt, Santa Fe Literary Review, New American Writing, Poetry Salzburg
Review, and has appeared in Best American Poetry. His book Rues was
recently published by Blue Light Press of San Francisco. His collection of
fiction, Now Leaving Nowheresville has been recently published and his booklength essay Nearest Istanbul is forthcoming.
Nettie Farris lives in Floyds Knobs, Indiana and is the author of Communion
(Accents Publishing, 2013). In 2011, she received the Kudzu Poetry Prize, and
her work has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. Her chapbook, Fat
Crayons, is forthcoming from Finishing Line press, 2015.
http://nettie.edublogs.org/]
J. Gabriel Scala’s work has appeared in such journals as Mid-American
Review, Creative Nonfiction, Quarter After Eight, and Sierra Nevada Review,
among others. Her chapbook, Twenty Questions for Robbie Dunkle, was
awarded the Wick Poetry Prize in 2004. She lives and works in Jackson, TN.
Anthony Knott writes novels and plays while maintaining several blogs
combining flash fiction with animation and digital collages.
http://afknottpoems.blogspot.co.uk
Melissa Ostrom lives in rural western New York with her husband and
children. She serves as a public school curriculum consultant and teaches
English at Genesee Community College. Her fiction has appeared in

Monkeybicycle, Lunch Ticket, decomP, Thrice Fiction, Oblong, and
elsewhere.
Rochelle Spencer is co-editor of the anthology All About Skin: Short Fiction by
Women of Color (Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 2014), a member of the National
Book Critics Circle, and a recipient of fellowships to the Vermont Studio
Center and the Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild. She holds an MFA from New
York University and is currently working on a dissertation on Afro-Surrealist
literature at the University of Indiana at Pennsylvania.
Rina Bruinsma is currently completing her PhD in creative writing at Deakin
University, Australia. Her writing is something like Surrealism. She enjoys
experimenting with flash fiction as it is amenable to replicating a dream.
Kathryn Michael McMahon writes a variety of literary and speculative
fiction. Her writing has appeared in The Subtopian and is forthcoming from A
cappella Zoo’s queer issue this autumn. She is an American raised abroad and
has found a home in Vietnam with her British wife. She has a phobia of
stuffed animals, which being a preschool teacher has failed to cure.
John Wolfe is a journals editor and a fencer in Boston, MA. His favorite food
is mapo doufu and he misses China. He’s a fan of Jack Vance. Ideally, John
will teach someone something, someday.
Steve Vermillion is a writer and editor living in Northern California. He is a
contributing editor at tNY Press. His recent work appears in print and online
in a variety of magazines. In 2014, he was nominated for a ‘Best of the Net’
award in Short Stories, as well as receiving Honorable Mention in Glimmer
Train Magazine’s Short Story of the Year.
Aria Riding was once awarded China’s prestigious medal for “kindest little
girl in the world.” She is seeking representation and publication for her
dissident, experimental novel, The Exhibitionists. Riding was awarded the
Mary McCarthy Prize for fiction while attending Bard College. She studied
with Bradford Morrow (editor, Conjunctions), William Weaver (translator,
Umberto Eco) and the poet Robert Kelly. She has been published in the
Southern Voice Newspaper, YAWP, Lydia Lunch’s Widowspeak, and
numerous small press journals. Riding is the co-founder of Lost Dance
Project and Psychomachia Theater and member of Caligula Cartel.

Eldon (Craig) Reishus lives beneath the Alps outside Munich (Landkreis
Bad Tölz - Wolfratshausen). He’s an old school Exquisite Corpse contributor
with recent work featured or forthcoming at such venues as Am Erker,
Fiction Fix, Sein und Werden, Literary Bohemian, Fiction Southeast, and
New World Writing. A German-English translator and an all-around web
and print media pro, he originates from Fort Smith, Arkansas. Come visit:
www.reishus.de
Colin Rowe has been published by Cracked.com, Aurora Wolf Magazine,
Danse Macabre, The Boston Literary Magazine, The Eunoia Review, and a
dozen other flash fiction magazines. He lives in Santa Fe, NM and tweets
under the handle @lowericon.
Anthony Cordello went to UMass Amherst for his BA and Fairfield for his
MFA. His stories have been published in decomP, Tin House’s Open Bar,
and Thickjam.
Daniel Hickey is a writer of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry from County
Mayo, Ireland. His work has been published both in print and online, in
publications such as the Mayo Anthology of Poetry, the Mala Literary
Journal, Eastlit, and Ink, Sweat and Tears. Daniel has lived and worked in
China, where he taught creative writing at Sichuan University. He currently
lives in Dublin, Ireland, reporting on murder trials for the country’s national
newspapers.
Daniel Finkel is a writer from the Philadelphia area with a special interest in
speculative fiction. He has published several short stories and poems, and
serves as the fiction and copy editor of two local journals. He can usually be
found at his desk, with a cup of hot chocolate, imagining himself hard at
work.
Will Zentmyer was born in La Cañada, CA, and because of the proximity of
the wilderness to his home, he grew up spending a lot of time exploring and
writing poetry and stories using the words he overheard (but didn’t quite
understand) from older people. In 2011, he moved to San Francisco, where
he studied Creative Writing at San Francisco State University, graduating
with a B.A. in 2014. He currently lives in New York City with his wife where
he explores ways to highlight the magnitude of people’s internal thoughts
and experiences through surreal imagery.

Patrick McManus is a writer and comedian living in Chicago. He recently
graduated from the University of Notre Dame. He enjoys Arthurian myth,
pub trivia, and rooting for the New York Mets.
Robert Laughlin lives in Chico, California, and received his BA from
California State University, Sacramento. He has published 100 short stories,
two of which are storySouth Million Writers Award Notable Stories. His
website is at www.pw.org/content/robert_laughlin
Martin Keaveney’s recent fiction includes The Rainy Day in the anthology
Small Lives (Poddle Publications), Last Order in Crannog, and A New Freedom
in Gold Dust magazine with work forthcoming in Agave Magazine. He has a
B.A. in English and Italian and an M.A. in English (Writing) from NUI,
Galway, Ireland. He is currently a PhD candidate at NUIG, 2014-18 where he
is researching the John McGahern archive and also writing a novel as part of
the course.
Jen Corrigan has contributed to Topics in Recreational Mathematics (Volumes 3
and 4) and Alphametics Expressing Thoughts from the Star Trek Original Series,
each edited by Charles Ashbacher. She is a graduate student in the MA
Creative Writing program at The University of Northern Iowa.
P.J. Wren is a scientist by day and a writer of short fiction and poetry by
night.
Vincent Barry’s affection for creative writing is rooted in the theatre. More
years ago than he prefers to remember, his one-act plays caught the attention
of the late Arthur Ballet at the University of Minnesota’s Office for Advanced
Drama Research and Wynn Handman at New York’s The American Place
Theatre. Some productions followed, as well as a residency at The Edward
Albee Foundation on Long Island. Meanwhile, Barry was teaching
philosophy at Bakersfield College in California and authoring philosophy
textbooks. Now retired from teaching, Barry has returned to his first love,
fiction. His stories have appeared in Writing Tomorrow Magazine (“Dear
Fellow Californian,” June 2014), The Write Room (“When It First Came Out,”
Fall 2014), and Blue Lake Review (“The Girl with the Sunflower Yellow Hot
Rod Limo,” December 2014). His story “A Lot Like Limbo” appears in the
Spring 2015 print anthology of Crack the Spine.

James Guthrie studied English at the University of Toronto. His work has
appeared in The Molotov Cocktail and Red Savina Review.
Mikhail Revlock lives and writes in Philadelphia. His fiction has been
published in Buffalo Almanack. He also writes film reviews for Tinsel &
Tine. Find him at http://www.mikhailrevlock.com
Helen Ganiy lives in Santa Rosa, CA, and is a graduate of Sonoma State
University. She has completed work on her first novel, Women in the Down,
and has been selected to serve as assistant editor on Fearless Books
upcoming poetry anthology titled Turning the Page. Her work has been
featured in Crack the Spine magazine.
Daniel Ableev, *1981 in Novosibirsk, Russia, is a certified strangeologist
from Bonn, Germany; he has studied law and comparative literature, writes
for the metal magazine “Legacy,” composes avantsounds for “Freuynde +
Gaesdte” and co-edits “DIE NOVELLE – Zeitschrift für Experimentelles;”
publications in German & English, print & online (Born to Fear: Interviews
with Thomas Ligotti, The Dream People, Alu etc.). www.wunderticker.com
or www.wunderticker.de
Kit Maude is a translator based in Buenos Aires.
Zoltán Komor is from Hungary and writes surreal short stories. He is
published in Caliban Online, Thrice Fiction, The Phantom Drift, and Bizarro
Central among others. His first book titled Flamingos in the Ashtray was just
released by Burning Bulb Publishing.
Allen Lang has been studying anthropology as an embedded observer since
1928. His first S-F story was published in the November, 1950, issue of
PLANET STORIES, behind a cover that depicted a blue alien lusting over a
dulcet Earth girl.
Matt Thompson is a London-based writer of oddball fantastical fiction: short
stories, flash fiction, comics scripts, poetry, and the occasional novel. He has
also, over the course of the last couple of decades, released a slew of records
as a member of the musical acts Zoltan, Rashomon and Cremator. Nowadays
he is endeavouring to follow Ray Bradbury’s advice of writing a story every
week; to date, this has been adhered to in intention more than reality.

Veronica McDonald lives in San Diego with her husband, two toddlers, and
two black cats. She received her MA in Literature from American University.
Her longer fiction can be found in Beorh Weekly and Scrutiny. Check her out
on her website: http://veronicamcd.wix.com/veronicamcdonald

Head Fiction Editor
Cheryl Anne Gardner is a hopeless dark romantic, lives in a haunted house,
and often channels the spirits of Poe, Kafka, and de Sade. She prefers writing
novellas and flash fiction to writing bios because she always seems to forget
what point of view she is in. When she isn’t writing, she likes to chase
marbles on a glass floor, eat lint, play with sharp objects, and make
taxidermy dioramas with dead flies. Her writing has been described as
“beautifully grotesque,” her characters “deliciously disturbed.” She has five
novellas and one short fiction collection in print, and her short fiction has
been published in dozens of journals including Dustbin, Hobo Pancakes,
Change Seven, Pure Slush, Foliate Oak, Danse Macabre, and at The Molotov
Cocktail among many others.
http://twistedknickerspublications.wordpress.com
She is also the administrative muscle behind this site. So if you want to leave
her a message, you will have to leave it with the nurse at the front desk.
Visiting hours are over. Apocrypha.Abstractions (at) gmail.com
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